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Democrats meet
to discuss
pensions,
health care Local leaders gather

Signs tor Illurray's future

By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT (AP) —
Kentucky's House Democrats
held an election-year special
meeting on Tuesday in an attempt to change the narrative
on a complex campaign issue
Republicans have used to target
them for months.
Democratic House Speaker
Greg Stumbo and most of the
chamber's 53 Democrats discussed the state's struggling
public pension systems, which
have a combined debt of more
than $30 billion. Compounding the problem was a bad year
on the stock market, where
investments for the Kentucky
Retirement Systems and the
Kentucky Teachers Retirement
system both lost money.
"What the hell are we doing
in those hedge fluids?" Democratic state Rep. Jim Wayne
asked angrily during a presentation on the pension system by
a staff member for the Legislative Research Commission.
Republicans boycotted the
meeting, calling it a charade.
Republicans made the pension
system their top priority during
the budget negotiations in the
past legislative session, while
Democrats focused more on
funding for public education.

to discuss wayfinding
By JOHN WRIGHT
jwright@murrayledgercorn
One probably would not think
that a bunch of signs alongside
highways and sidewalks would
be too big a deal in a town.
However, it is when ideas
of how visitors can better be
able to find a town's landmarks,
such as its downtown area along
with museums, parks and other
attractions and how this might
lead to a company thinking the
town might be perfect for establishing industry or others might
be so impressed that they might
think of moving to the town that
things change dramatically. That
is the idea behind the Murray
Convention and Visitors Bureau
Board heavily pursuing the enhancement of its community's
own signs, specifically called
wayfinding signs.
The first step in this process
was taken a few Months ago
when the board tabbed MERJE,
a West Chester, Pennsylvania,
environmental graphics design
firm, for the task of updating
a- See SIGNS Page 2A

JOHN WRIGHT/Lodger & limes
Using a slide showing a welcome sign at the city limits of Fredericksburg, Texas, Design Principal Glen Swantak
the MERJE firm of West Chester, Pennsylvania, speaks Tuesday afternoon during a wayfinding signs meeting at the
Robert 0. Miller Conference Center in Murray.

Kellogg Foundation matches gift to Giving Back Endowment Washington

0- See PENSIONS Page 2A

'Vow .lee Daut
"This is what the LORD
Almighty, the God of Israel, says: Reform your
ways and your actions,
and I will let you live in
this place."
Jeremiah 7:3
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Photo provided by Murray State University
Dr. Bob and Patricia Long present Melanie Brooks, director of development for the College of Education and Human Services at Murray State University, a check for the Giving
Back Endowment.

Special to The Ledger
The W.K. Kellogg Foundation has matched the gifts of
Dr. Robert and Patricia Long
to the Murray State University
Foundation for the Giving Back
Endowment in the College of
Education and Human Services. The Longs recently completed their $50,000 pledge to
the fund, which was maximized
by a $100,000 match from
the W.K. Kellogg Foundation
based on Dr. Long's service
with the organization as a staff
and board member.
Created by the Longs in
2008. the Giving Back Endowment funds philanthropic
outreach that advances the understanding and application of
the principles of altruism and
service for both Murray State
s- See KELLOGG Page 2A

Local warning sirens will sound Friday morning for test
By JOHN WRIGHT
iwright@murrayledger com
The time-honored "this is only a test"
statement that accompanies emergency
tests of media will apply Friday morning
through Murray and Calloway County.
That is when the periodic testing of
the local warning sirens is scheduled to
proceed. Estimated time for the test will
be about 9 a.m., said Calloway County
Emergency Management Director Bill
Call.
"This is something we do from time
to time to make sure they are working
properly," Call said of the sirens, which
are primarily designed locally for tornaar- See SIRENS Page 2A
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
A Modulator ll siren Is displayed atop Its pole, far right, Tuesday afternoon Inside the confines of the Murray State University campus.

Monthly lists
MSU for 'Best
Bang for Buck'
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University
has again been recognized as
giving students more bang
for their buck. For the third
consecutive year, Washington
Monthly's 2016 College Rankings has highlighted MSU as a
best value for students seeking
a college degree.,Murray State
was the top-ranked public university in Kentucky within the
Southern Schools category
of "Best Bang for the Buck,"
ranking 24th overall among
100 universities.
The methodology for the
"Best Bang for the Buck"
rankings included specific
measures such as loan repayment rank, graduation rate,
net price of attendance, percentage of first-generation students and percent of Pell Grant
students.
"Once again this year, we
are honored to receive recognition from Washington
Monthly that emphasizes the
great value of a Murray State
University education while
reinforcing our mission to be
the finest student-centered institution in the country," said
MSU President Bob Davies;
"Examples such as our new
scholarship model will continue to provide a high-quality
education that affords endlesi:
opportunities for our students..•
a. See BANG Page 24.
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Daily Forecast
Today: A 20 percent
chance of showers and
1.4ostly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
90. North wind 3 to 7 rip*
Tonight: A 20 percent
chance of showers and
Mot*
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a low around
70. North wind 5 to 7 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny. with a high near 82.
North wind 6 to 10 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostty dear. with a low around

82. North northeast wind 5
to 9 rnph.
Friday: Sunny, with a
high new 82. Northeast
wind 7 to 9 mph.
Friday Night: Clear.
with a low around 60. East
northeast wind 5 to 7 mph.
Saturday: Sunny with
a high near 83. East northeast wind around 6 mph.
Saturday Night: Mostly clear, with a low around
66. Northeast wind around
6 mph becoming east
after midnight.
dday: Sunny, with a
-Ugh new 87. South wind

From front

Sunday Night: Mostly
dear, with a low around
67. South southeast wind
around 5 mph.
Labor Day: Sunny. with
a high near 87. South wind
around 7 mph.

system debt is 'a bipartisan
prablem• and added he was
'deeply disappointed' with ReFrom front
publicans for no attending the
'Today. Greg Stumbo and Meeting
House Democrats meek a mock-There are serious unestery of state government 'House ment flaws with the strateiD
Repubbcan leader Jeff Hoosier over there.' be said.
said m a news release. 'KenWhile the two rettrement sy-sai...lie taxpayers picked up the terns log money last year, bieth
5.30.000 tab for a meeting that s-ystents 'served growth of 6_9
escluded absolutely no lle/a in- percent oser the past 20 years.
formation. and in fact crotained
Jeseita Ditto. spokeswoman
word-for-word mformanoo that for Republican Go. Man Bevhas been cemented in legislative in. said 'House Demote-an have
etimmitte over the past several failed for years to address the
%vets.•
failing pensions of state weirkas
lawmakers Ilbo attended and teachers arid have blocked
the bearing can get SI38 22, efforts m transparence.*
plus mileage expenses. Sturabo
Dining budget negotiations.
told members after the man= Demciaies pmpcnexi putting
the were entitled to be pad.but $1.12 hilltop toward the penwould not be fon.% to take the sion system while Repeibleans
MOM".
proposed S1.19 billion. plus
Stantio said the retirement an acklitional 5250 millioa in a
savings specula. The two sides
eventual') settled an SI 15 1111kn with an additional 5125
militia set aside fa- future use.
Demon-an have premier-bed
borrowing 533 billion to temporare) fix the teetater s retirement
system. but Republicans refused
out cif concern ii ouki only .
add to the states debt. The sate
Senate. atucli is controlled b..
Republeans. tried to pass a bill
requiring the peniani s-y-stenas to
disclose mare informaricm about
itself whik Pvtrie the lz,cwernor
more control. only to be bketed
GO
by House Demote-ate. Ill
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of Pennsylvania, uses an up-close
firm
MERJE
the
for
partner
Glen Swantak, a design
what kind of features
demonstrate
view of a kiosk setup in Fredericksburg, Texas, to
in a community
highways
and
streets
on
signs
can be included not only for wayfinding
Murray.
but also for the kiosks for visitors on foot as he speaks to a panel Tuesday in
-It's all about being mnoy-ative and creative and You do
things to build on your brand
and this is a ndiculousle easy
was to make huge ripple effects.- said Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce
President and CEO .karon Dail.
CVB Director of Marketing
and Communications Kendall
Young said MERJE w-as selected from a here field of candidates.
-We had a very umeg steerinc committee that met with the
firms and helped the board decade on what it needed to do."
Young said. -This is a sae important thing. [houses. for this
commtmin We're implementme something that is needed.
and for people who are from
here who already know where
dimes are. they 're completely immune to what visitors go
through
You start dunking about the
ones who are here on business
or students at Murray State.
this can be pretty important for
them. which makes n important
for us.Ciry Councilman Dan Miller
also told the assembled group
about things be bears from patients at his internal medicine
practice.
'1 can't tell you how meny
times I have asked my patients
from New Concord or Dexter, onemally from somewhere
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These are examples of accessories that accompanied
signs in Asheville, North Carolina, as shown during Tuesday's presentation by Glen Swantak, design principal for
the MERJE firm of Pennsylvania that has been given the
protect of designing wayfinding signs for Murray.
else like Michigan. 'What are
you doing living here?''' Miller
said. -Many times it's the same
thing. They were on the was
to Florida or somewhere else
south and they stopped here for
the night and the people here
were so friendly. They fell in

Enckewinent, that pmcess can continue not
only in the nonprofit leadership program.
but aLso in an discipline on campus.
From front
-Our vision in expanding the endowstudents and faculte, while serving local ment is to include any discipline as the
nonprofit organizations
starring point but educate all students on
The Longs said their meals for the pro- inoorpcvatmg the process of philanthropy
aam include growing stude programs in so that it is something they can understand,
ceimmutute and nonprofit leadership at appreciate and include in their lives after
Murray State. Increasing the use of ser- college." said Dr. Long. -For example,
vne learrung as a teaching methodology. teaching btoksee students the lifelong skill
finding new olltittadl soaie'zes to support of bow to support philanthropic efforts in
communite -based seee-tce cirgamzanorn climate chance or environmental sustainand contnenng the strong histore of corn- abilit is pea as important as supporting
munite leadershm devekipmerx and expe- our social service organizetions.riential service learning at the University
Suex M inception. students in the non-The central goal is to provide students profit leadership courses have distributed
enth an innovative edisaincinal expenence more than S100.000 to conununity -based
that helps prepare them to be active, eche charitable organizations from the endow-gecL oommtinne -minded miens.- said menu . Based on this past success,the Longs
Bob Lone
decided to make these final gifts to endow
While a facuky member at Murray State. the program in perpetuity.
Dr Lone worked with his students to teach
To date. more than 230 students,faculty,
the process cit understanding a oommuni- staff and commtmity supporters have dnte oreamzenoo's nussacm and procrann. nated tee the Going Back Endowment. In
researchme their funchne needs and then addexwe several keel organizations have
colleeenvele determming_ hoe' to deanb- joined the Longs in making a gift. inchedme financial gdu frail donors responsibly mg Murray State's National Panhellenic
and effectively. Through_ the Go-me Bea Council. the .klpha Kappa Alpha sorority.
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Murray's segnage. particuLarty
those along the main pathway
through the community, lab
Street teetudi acts as U.S. 641
outside the cite limits).
The second step came Tuesday as ?AERIE Design Principal
Glen S.vamak led a discussion
elm several oemmurun business leaders anended in which
Swatnak told about his fu-m's
plan for Murray by using ttatlipieS of bow MERJE has handled
other towns'redesigns.
-Fitt) parent of this is about
people finding out where they
need to go. The other 50 percent
is about the town caring enough
to tell the people where these
places are,- Swatnak said after
the meeting Tuesday afternoon
at the Robert 0. Miller Conferepee Center downtown
This tame after Swamak and
other members of his team had
accompanied keel officials cm
a tour of Murray 's main attractions. one of ettucb caught his
eye immediately .
-You've got a great asset
in (Central Parke That maybe
needs to be promoted a. lot more
than it is.- he said.
Currentle. Central Part ant)
has a brown sign situated near
the Sid Easley Alumni Center
cm the Murray State University campus on 12th Street. The
idea for the enhanced versions
of way-finding stens is for that
brown sign to perhaps either be
changed or joined by- something
a bit more striking.
-How do you promote a recreational facility? Whet about a
row of pictograms showing the
. - be said.
actisines you can do 7
-Something hie that, though.
shows that you've got a significant park over there. This is
something hotel guests will use.
eking with anyone with kids.Swamak though. came to
Teteelay afternoons meeting
seeking the oernrnunite's ideas.
and be does have quite a few to
take back to Pennsylvania. Ideas
of what could be used ranted
from Murray's history with
dark-fired tobacco to its Scottish
heritage to even MSU's basketball earns. Tim folkened how
Swamak showed what MERJE
has done for other towns amiss
the 004.113Cr. from a large city
limns sign in FrederiAsburg.
Texas, emphasizing its German
heritage to the waytindmg slew
of Asheville. North Carolina_ including won from its popular
art culture

love with the commune) and
decided to stay This happens
over and over and °seeSwatnak said his next visit
should include some renderings
of how new Murray- signs could
be designed. He said that could
be in two or three months.•

the Murray An Guild. the Mturay-Calloway County Humane Societe and the
Community Foundation of West Kentucky.
as well as many local individuals and bustnesses.
If you or your organization would like
to join the student philanthropic work of
the Giving Back Endowment or to find
out if your employer offers a matching gift
program, please contact Melanie Brooks.
director of development for the College
of Education and Human Services, at 270809-3026.
About Murray State University: Murray
State University provides an -Opportunity Afforded- for nearly- 11.000 students
through a high-quality education with expenential learning. academic and personal
growth and the abiliry to secure a lifetime
of success. Since 1922. the true value of
higher education has been found at Murray.
State Universe), where our commitment is
to afford endless opportunities for developing leaders in the communite. the country
and the world The Uruversite 's main campus is located in Murray. K.and includes
flue regional campuses. For more information on Murray State Universite, please
visit murravstate.edu.
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Eclipse travel website launches •BANG
Special to doe Ledger
Witt less that a year left before next of german Kennely
becani the eptcaiser of the Aug
21 iota/ solar ectipee. the Ken
tricky Ekpartment of Travel and
Toansm has ad a etimage
to alliance the vnisor experience
and inform peen what to expect
during des astronornical phenoin
www Keatta.±)TOIXIStri
mon
COM eclipse
lins pone provides direct lints
to ratan offeet in corommunee
that feature pram:nerdy in the total eclipse path and has inform&
tioa as Iodgrag. vegetarian and
evens It abe has a in of the
pub of the total eclipse as well
as optimal viewmg locettore and
MIES
-.116'111

expected fnen all over the world,
we %eased to create clearinghouse at traveler information not
ill11) for the area most directly
impacted. but also for the rest of
the SW.- said Kristen Branscum,
Ccannuestoner of the IXpwtii..ni
of Travel and Tourism "This webpage orates an opoirtunity to not
onle proncee the main event. but
also gives ensure an opportunity
to learn about all the evade/fill
places to see in Kentucky"
The point of greatest eelinge
will be at Chnetian County ere
cordoned of 14.mkinsaille. where
the sure moon and Earth soli he
moat aligned The total eclipse is
expected to tee 2 minutes..40 seconds at that point. and location ia
that oty shoukl witness a nein echese denote
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From front
"...We're grateful

to be
serving the ocitrmeunities of
western Kentucky We take
great pride in offering a high
quality education at an ext.-epos-mai value for our students and this region We're
pleased that so many of our
graduates stay in the legion
and serve their communities
thnvugh their wort and other
civic duties.samtmen
this
Earlier
Murray State University received woo/odes as one of
-America's ibis Collegesbe Forbes Moog with being
named as a'2016 Gast Collette to Work For- by The
Chinni:le of Meier Education•
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DAVE SAYS

Dear Dave,
Our three kids are enrolled in a private Christian school. It's a great place,and we truly believe
our kids are getting a wonderful,faith-based education, but the tuition is pretty expensive. We've
already had to start digging into our savings to
make this happen, and the kids are only in elementary school. Should we keep them enrolled,
or should we transfer them to public school?
Maureen

What's the deal with
deferred comp?
Dear Dave,
I work for a fire department in Mississippi,
and I've been trying to get information on the
state's deferred comp plan. No one here seems
to know a lot about it, so I was wondering if I
should keep looking for information or is it not
worth the bother?
Brandon

Dear Maureen,

photos
ri up-dose
g features
0mmunity
I Murray.
71011

I understand wanting your kids to get the
best education possible. Private schools can
provide some advantages academically, while
a good Christian school might offer spiritual
advantages. But the bottom tine is this: If you
can't cash flow it, you shouldn't do it.
All of my kids went to public schools, and
they are good, moral people and strong Christians.In the process,they learned how to interact with people of all faiths, no faith, and how
to display their faith and beliefs adequately in
their personal lives and in the marketplace.
The truth Ls, you'll find great things and
bad things in any school, private or public,
Christian or not. And no matter where your
kids go to school, as parents, you still have to
teach them about the world — the good and
the bad,the right and the wrong. Life can't be
lived inside a protective bubble.
—Dave

Deferred comp simply means you are electing to defer and receive a portion of your compensation at a later time or date. People who
use these types of plans have a portion of their
compensation withheld and directed into an
investment of some kind instead, and you aren't taxed on it immediately. It's sort of like a
pre-tax investment, but it's not transferrable
to an IRA or 401(k).
I would only do deferred compensation after I've done everything else in terms of saving 15 percent of my income for retirement,
including a Roth IRA. These are funded by
after-tax dollars, but they grow tax-free. But
I wouldn't do any of this until after I had paid
off all my debt, except for my home, and had
an emergency fund of three to six months of
expenses in place.
Good question, Brandon!
—Dave

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times
An American Signal Corporation siren sits atop a utility pole Tuesday afternoon near
the Riviera Trailer Park on Murray's north side. This will be one of several sirens that
will burst to life with sound Friday morning during a test of the siren system in Murray
and the rest of Calloway County, including Hazel.

•SIRENS

* Dave Ramsey is America's trusted voice on money and business, and CEO of Ramsey Solutions.
He has authored seven best-selling books. The Dave Ramsey Show is heard by more than 11 million
listeners each week on more than 550 radio stations and digital outlets. Dave's latest project, EveryDollar, provides afree online budget tool. Follow Dave on Twitter at @DaveRamsev and on the web
at daveramsey.com.
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McConnell speaks on defense,
foreign policy while in Hoptown
By REBECCA WALTER
Kentucky New Era
Whoever is elected president in November will face significant issues with defense and
foreign policy, U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell said to a group at
the Christian County Chamber
of Commerce in Hopkinsville
on Tuesday.
The Republican Senate majority leader criticized how the
policies have been handled under President Barack Obama's
administration, adding he can't
think of a single place in the
world that is better off today
than they were at the beginning
of Obama's administration.
"I don't have much good to
say about the way the defense
and foreign policies have been
conducted in this administration," McConnell said. "...
We've been trying to restore
defense spending. but the challenge there is that for every dollar of defense we put back, our
Democratic friends want to put
a dollar in the domestic fund."
He went onto to say if voters
are happy with how the country is running, they should vote
for Democrat Hillary Clinton.
McConnell then said Republican Donald Trump "is the only
thing that offers an opportunity

to go in a new
make the decision.
direction,"
Over-regulation is another
and later told
topic McConnell touched on,
the voters to
saying businesses are being
"turn off the
boggled with over-regulation,
personality
and looped the conversation
contest."
back to how the coal industry in
"When
Kentucky has been impacted.
you look at
"Everyone is being over-regthe
polls,
ulated,- McConnell said.
people don't McConnell
He also bashed Obama for
seem to like
how the economy has recoveither
one
ered after the recession, and
of them," he continued. "But about the growing national
this is a choice. So what I rec- debt, a blame that is constantly
ommend to all of you, if you shifted down from one presiwant to turn off the personal- dent to the other.
ity contest, just ask yourself
McConnell noted the chalwhether you're satisfied with lenge the Senate has in the
where America is. If you are, upcoming election, with 24
you ought to vote for Hillary Republican seats up for grabs
Clinton. If you aren't, you compared to 10 Democratic
shouldn't."
seats.
McConnell said the coun"We've got a very challengtry's allies in the Middle East ing cycle ahead of us," he said,
no longer trust the United comparing it to "a knife fight in
States, and that, along with a phone booth."
vacuums left by war, directly
McConnell even touched
contributed to the rise of the Is- on the vacancy in the Supreme
lamic State.
Court, an issue that he's been at
He did, however, compli- the forefront of by continually
ment the president on his de- denying the vetting process of
cision to leave troops, around Obama's pick, Merrick Gar9,000, in Afghanistan to help land, following the death of
prevent "any backtracking." conservative Justice Antonin
McConnell did slide in a dig, Scalia.
though, saying it took some
McConnell fielded a few
pushing to get the president to questions from the audience.•
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From front
do warnings issued by the National Weather Service Office
in Paducah.
"Tornadoes are the primary
thing, but there are other occasions where it could be used,"
he added."An example would
be some type of chemical release (from one of the plants
near Calvert City in Marshall
County) with the winds blowing from the north into Murray
and the county That might be a
time we would consider going
to the siren."
As for Friday, though, it
will be about tornadoes, and
the first thing Call wants people to understand is that a siren - while it can be audible
from inside a home or business
- is designed for warning people who are outside at the time
of a warning being issued.
"And you can only communicate a little information

through a siren. It can't tell 20 people lost their lives in a
you everything you need to middle-of-the-night twister ill
know," he said. He added that the suburbs of Evansville, Irfa siren is the signal for people diana. One more death was re"
to immediately seek a news ported in an afternoon tornado
source, such as television, ra- east of Benton after it grazed
dio or computer, to learn of northern Calloway County. •
exactly what is happening and
Then there was the Nov.
why the siren is sounding.
17, 2014, EF-3 twister that
"Now, some people do tell had been on a direct path for
me that they can hear the si- downtown Paducah before
ren from inside their houses, veering across the Ohio Riv-,
and that's fine," he said. "Still, er and striking the town of
they need to follow that up by Brookport, Illinois, killing
tuning in to some form of me- three people.
dium to find out what is going
"Plus, we've even had two
on.
January tornadoes here in
Call also said Friday's test Calloway County," Call said.
is also coming at an advanta- "These are happening even
geous time as it will segue into though the primary season is
what traditionally has been April through June, but that
one of the area's most volatile fall season can also bring a lot
weather periods, fall. Septem- of instability in the air.
ber also marks National PreThe last siren test in June
paredness Month.
resulted in only one minor
Since 2005, this region malfunction, and that was in
has been struck by several Hazel, where one of two sirens
strong fall tornadoes. Within that protect the town failed to
two weeks of each other in fully rotate. Everywhere else,
November 2005, more than no problems were reported.•

USDA to reopen offices closed after email threats
By MARY CLARE JALONICK
Associated Press
WASHINGTON — The Agriculture Department will reopen
some offices Wednesday that
were closed after an unspecified
email threat.
USDA spokesman Matthew
Herrick said offices in Colorado,
Maryland, North Carolina and
Kearneysville, West Virginia,
will open Wednesday with additional security enhancements.
USDA offices in Hamden, Connecticut, and Leetown, West Virginia, will remain closed while
waiting for security improvements or notifications to union
officials.
Herrick said earlier Tuesday
that the department had received
"several anonymous messages"
late Monday that raised concerns
about the safety of USDA personnel and facilities. Offices in
six locations in five states were
closed Tuesday morning "until
further notice."
Herrick said the threat was
one email message sent to multiple employees at all the locations.
"Without getting into detail of
the email message, USDA continues to work closely with federal and local law enforcement,

including the FBI, to determine
whether the threat is credible,"
Herrick said.
Herrick said USDA is continuing to work with law enforcement but officials determined the
offices could be re-opened with
additional security.
The closed facilities include
offices for eight USDA agencies,
including the Forest Service and
the Food Safety and Inspection
Service. Among the sites affected
was USDA's sprawling agricultural research center and library
in Beltsville, Maryland, where
employees were informed of the
threat Tuesday morning and sent
home. In Fort Collins, Colorado, four buildings at the Natural
Resources Research Center — a
campus where over 1,000 people
work — were closed.
In an email to employees,Agriculture Secretary Tom Vdsack
said USDA is closing the offices "due to the serious nature of
these threats." He did not characterize the threats, but asked
employees to be aware of their
,surroundings and report any
suspicious activity. He said employees could telework or take
authorized leave.
White House Spokesman
Josh Earnest said the Department of Homeland Security is

working with USDA "to ensure
the safety of their offices and the
personnel that work there."
The temporary closures may
have affected some tourists. In
Colorado, the Forest Service's
Canyon Lakes Ranger District
tweeted that its information center was closed.•
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The State Journal(Frankfort)on Kentucky
!State University's interim president:
; Kentucky State University needed a steady hand to guide it
'through some very choppy waters. In Akron Thompson, it appears
:they have someone with two hands firmly on the wheel, a mind
fully engaged with solving the schools endemic problems and an
eye toward a future of sustainable success.
In his interview with The State Journal last week, Thompson
laid out a refreshingly honest assessment of the difficulties that
have plagued the school and the uncomfortable actions it will likely
take to stabilize it, let alone allow it to thrive.
Of course, Thompson is a temporary leader hired to steady a
foundering institution. However,there should be a more solid foundation after this academic year if he can follow through on his plans
to focus on retaining students,double down on intensive, high-quality instruction and recruit students who want to be at KSU.
We know words and ideas are not the same as deeds and results.
The success of a system as complex as a university isn't going to be
remedied by one person, no matter how competent or persuasive.
There are daunting obstacles to overcome. Add us to the contingent of hopeful skeptics who will be watching closely for signs
that Thompson's vision is beginning to be realized and taking note
when they are not.
But the success of KSU is important to the state of Kentucky,the
students and alumni who matriculate and graduate from it and the
people of Franklin and surrounding counties.

To the Editor:
This is a response to Phyllis Miller's letter to editor in Forum of
Aug. 24. Judge Larry Elkins does not owe an apology to anyone. He
is doing his job of looking after the taxpayers of Calloway County.
He is one of the few leaders who publicly state that this is taxpayers'
money when it comes to spending for projects.
I think that Phyllis Miller and the other friends of the library are
cut from the same cloth as friends of the park, which wanted a large
amount of taxpayer money but, thank goodness, this tax had to go
before the voters, who turned it down by a large number. No one
from the library board has asked me if I supported an increase in my
taxes to build a bigger library.
Kentucky has a $36 billion pension debt, and I have a granddaughter who just started teaching at East Warren High School. We
are all part of this pension debt solution. Judge Larry knows this and
is going to provide the leadership to make sure the taxpayer monies
are spent wisely. The friends of the library should realize by now
that a priority in Calloway County is improved drainage and roads.

Dear Editor:
Richard Youngblood recently wrote (Aug. 26) that "we should
do what we can to help illegal aliens become legal." A straightforward way to accomplish that is to deport them to their countries
of origin. Then they will be legal residents there instead of illegal
residents here. One does not reward someone who has broken into
another's house the right to stay there. Likewise, those who have
broken into this country should not be rewarded with the right to
stay here.
Youngblood writes of Christian duties toward immigrants, but
duties run both ways. Any obligations owed toward legal immigrants simply do not apply toward illegal ones.

/ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-19127 or emailed to editor@
murrayledger.com.
/ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
Emailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to edit
or reject any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel and good taste.
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A decade ago, I enjoyed a
luncheon at Spindletop in Lexington, the club for faculty,
staff, alumni and friends of the
University of Kentucky. It was
an elegant affair, especially because the luncheon was served
to honor, on his birthday, the
memory of Dr. Thomas Dionysius Clark, the revered Kentucky historian.
Dr. Clark died in 2005 at
101, only a few days before
his 102nd birthday. A hundred
or more friends, former students, colleagues, historians
and family members gathered
to remember Dr. Clark's unique
contributions to education in the
commonwealth.
Sponsored by the University
Press of Kentucky, the Prichard Committee, UK's College
of Education, College of Arts
and Sciences and Alumni Association, the event introduced
the publication of Dr. Clark's
last great work,"My Century in
History: Memoirs" (University
Press of Kentucky,2006).
Leaving Murray at 5 a.m. for
the 11 a.m. (EST) luncheon, I
drove past the wrought iron gate
at the entrance to the grounds at
Spindletop just as other guests
arrived. The university acquired
the farm and mansion in 1959
and then, in 1962, transformed
the property into a private recreational club for faculty,administrators and alumni. The slightly
faded elegance of the place was

still evident.
I was ushered into an impressive filigreed ceiling banquet room filled with large
white-clothed tables. I spoke
with Stephen Wrinn — at that
time the director of the university press — who later explained
to the crowd that Dr. Clark had
brought a heavy stack of pages, the draft of his memoirs, in
a frayed canvas bag to a lunch
he enjoyed not long before his
death. Dr. Clark explained that
he would not be angry if the
press decided against publication, while Wrinn just smiled,
understanding that the manuscript represented a major acquisition for the press that Dr.
Clark helped to found.
I spoke with James C. Klotter, the state historian and professor at Georgetown College,
and other historian friends before taking a seat next to my
friends and colleagues, John
Ernst, a history professor at
Morehead, and John Kleber, the
editor of "The Kentucky Encyclopedia" and "The Encyclopedia of Louisville."
Arriving just before the festivities began, Libby Jones, the
wife of Brereton Jones, the former governor, sat down next to
me on the right. Mrs. Jones and
the governor live at Airdrie Stud,
a horse farm in Midway,and her
work (with Dr. Clark) in establishing the Kentucky History
Center in Frankfort and gener-

From the corner of Oak and
Maple, hang a left on Linden,
go down two blocks and then
turn right onto Library Place.
Keep walking straight to the end
and then stop at Main Street. On
your right is St. Francis School,
which I attended from kindergarten to grade 8.
Even today, I could cover
that route blindfolded, although
there have been some changes since.my growing up days
in Metuchen, NJ. Where the
old convent used to be is now
a parking lot. The CYO Hall is
gone,too, more parking,and the
tidy, clapboard church of my
youth is now a fancy-schmansy
cathedral.
On sunny days during walks
to and from school, the gray
slate sidewalks felt smooth underfoot, and the arbor of trees
overhead provided dappled
shade. Back then, I could name
the family that owned each
house along the way. Even now,
after a quick internet search. I
see that two of the houses along
Linden still carry the same surname they did fifty years ago.
My favorite part of the walk
to school was making the turn
onto Library Place. On the corner, a charming cottage with a
picket fence nestled on a lot so
small there was no lawn,just a
path rimmed with ivy framing
a serpentine brick walk that led
to the front door. Pert and trim,
that house was just big enough
for an only child and a set of

parents, the kind of place where
a family from television might
reside.
For me, the main attraction on Library Place was the
Metuchen Free Public Library.
Everyone was welcome there,
with no barriers associated with
race. religion, income or whether yours was one of the "old"
families or the new. I loved the
sturdy shelves lined with books,
and the peaceful hush achieved
by librarians who could quiet
a group of rowdy teens with a
scowl and a piercing "Shh!"
My dream house in Metuchen
was directly across the street
from the library. With a front
porch just the size for a couple
of rocking chairs, it also boasted a Dutch door. I loved the idea
of a portal that could be opened
halfway. Top only was enough
to converse with the mailman
of a morning, while the bottom
might be opened long enough
for the cat to get outside.
"Location, location, location" has been the mantra of
realtors forever, and it was the
location of that house that made
it my favorite. No one, not even
the esteemed librarian, Miss
Grace Halsey, could live at the
library. Instead, she resided in
her family home, down Main
Street and off Woodbridge Avenue, close to the Presbyterian
Church and the train station.
But if I'd had a choice, the
next best thing to living in the library would be a hop-skip-and-

ally in the furtherance of history has been
an inspiration
to lovers of
history across
the state. The
first
-former
lady has family
ties to Webster
my
County,
home county,
so we chatted
Dixon Home and
about
Proviand
Away
dence, and she
By James
told me of her Duane Bolin
high regard for Ledger & Times
Columnist
Murray.
After lunch,
a parade of
historians and
rose to pay tribute to Dr. Clark.
George Logan, one of UK's
first African-American undergraduate students and later a
social studies consultant with
the Kentucky Department of
Education, told of Dr. Clark, the
teacher. George C. Herring Jr.,
the acclaimed Vietnam historian
and like Dr. Clark a grower of
trees, and State Historian Klotter praised Dr. Clark's work in
founding the state archives,
UK's Special Collections and
the University Press of Kentucky, as well as his authorship
of some 32 books on Kentucky
and the American South. Dr.
Clark wrote Kentucky history,
but he lived it as well, and be-

jump across
the street at
Library
II
Place.
For me, •
living in a
big house on
Oak Avenue
done
had
to
nothing
my
relieve
family's domestic turmoil,
but Main Street
maybe prox- By Constance
imity to the
Alexander
library would Ledger & Times
have made
Columnist
life
easier.
Books, after
all, were the
great escape.
The journey from my house
to Main Street is on my mind
today because news of a schoolmate's death has reached me,
and she actually lived in my
dream house. I told her that at
our last high school reunion. We
hadn't known each other well in
high school, with cliques creating the usual hierarchies, so
I never explained the girlish
hopes that were entwined with
my confession about her house.
After graduation, some
stayed in our hometown and
the vicinity, while others moved
away. There were the predictable highs and lows — love,
work, marriage, children, divorce, care giving, grandchildren, retirement, illness, death

cause of his "Century in History," Kentucky is a better state,
and a much better place to call
home.
In the last paragraph of his
memoirs, Dr. Clark wrote "I
have found both intellectual and
spiritual satisfaction in the profession of historian. I cherish
those exciting moments of collecting and examining records
never before seen by a historian,
and of writing from a new perspective or revising an earlier
one.... As I approach the sunset
of my career," he wrote,"I have
one haunting regret.
"I would cherish an opportunity to read the revisions of
younger historians appraising
the work of historians of my era.
Future scholars will have greater access to larger volumes of
primary materials and will have
the electronic and technological
devices to facilitate their searches. Will they come nearer to the
truth? Therein lies the virtue, or
lack of it, of every individual
who has borne the title'historian."
I took Dr. Clark's challenge
very seriously when he wrote it
in 2005. And I continue to take
his challenge very seriously today.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
Duane at jbolin@murraystate.
edu.II

of loved ones. When we came
back for reunions, we realized
we had more in common than
we'd been able to acknowledge
as kids.
When I got word of Carol's
death, I searched through my
old high school yearbooks for
pictures but got lost reading the
inscriptions. So many things we
swore we would never forget
have been forgotten.
As the sad news filtered out
to former classmates all over the
country, Facebook condolences
and a flurry of emails shared
sentiments and memories. She
was described as a kind and
caring person, sweet and funny.
She enjoyed craft fairs. Was an
enthusiastic gardener. Loved
riding with her husband, Gary,
on his Harley.
"She was the person who
represented the best in all of
us," another old friend wrote.
"She didn't have a bad word to
say about anyone, always saw
the best in everyone...A genuinely good person."
Now, after a long and courageous battle with cancer, she is
at peace. Her funeral is today,
Wednesday, Aug. 31. Her family will be able to walk to St.
Francis Cathedral from home.
It only takes a few minutes. She
will be missed.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledger.com. Contact the columnist at constancealexanderetwc.cont.
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OBITUARIES
Rhonda Runyon
Rhonda Runyon, 39, of Springville, Tennessee, died Saturday,
Aug. 27,2016,at the Vanderbilt University Medical Center in Nashville,Tennessee.
She was born on Oct. 24,1976,in Lewisburg, Kentucky. Rhonda
is preceded in death by her father, Rodney Manly.
She is survived by her mother, Virginia Walker; three sons, Christian Runyon,James Runyon (Mercedes DeShay)and Toby Runyon;
three brothers,Jason Hjetland of Alabama,Ronnie Rich of Indianapolis, Indiana, and James Henry Manly of Louisville; three sisters,
Freida Manly (Jeffery Wiggins) of Scottsville, Linda Sue Crabtree
of Ohio County and Brenda Koewn of Bowling Green; and two
grandchildren, Kane Allen Runyon of Paris, Tennessee, and Emma
Grace Rose Runyon of Puryear,Tennessee.
Funeral arrangements are pending at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory of Murray.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations in care
of Imes Funeral Irtome to help defray final expenses.
• Imes Funeral Home & Crematory is in charge of the arrangements.

Sheila Ann Moore Pritchett

Wanda Eubanks
Wanda Eubanks,75,died at 6:05 p.m. Saturday,
Aug. 27, 2016, at her residence in Murray, Kentucky.
Wanda was born Aug. 31, 1940, in Paragould,
Arkansas,to Clyde Bryant and Ruth White Bryant.
On May 8, 1958, in Hernando, Mississippi, she
was married to Gordon Eubanks; he survives of the
home in Murray. She was a member of First Baptist
Church in Sikeston, Missouri, and had co-owned
and operated Eubanks-Finney in Sikeston until
1994. After retiring in 1994, she loved spending
Eubanks
time with her grandchildren and great-grandchildren, traveling as well as time on the lake.
In addition to her husband,she is survived by her children, Nikki
Vaught and husband Mike of Sikeston, Missouri, Bruce Eubanks of
Murray and Shawn Eubanks and wife Miriam of Leawood, Kansas; grandchildren Lauren Goetz and husband Cory of Austin, Texas, Ryan Beaird and wife Aly of Hopatcong, New Jersey, Natalie
Vaught of Sikeston, and Madison, Mallory,Todd and Ty Eubanks of
Leawood; and great-grandchildren Larsyn and Knox Bryant Goetz
of Austin and Cruze Beaird of Hopatcong. She is also survived by
two sisters and one brother-in-law, Betty Finney of Paragould and
Jimmie and Roy Detraz of St. Louis, Missouri.
Visitation will be held at Ponder Funeral Home on Thursday.
Sept. 1,2016,from 5-8 p.m. with a funeral service to be held on Friday. Sept. 2,2016,at the Memorial Gardens Chapel in Murray at 11
a.m. In lieu of flowers, the family has requested donations be made
in her name to St. Jude Children's Research Hospital at stjude.org.

Sheila Ann Moore Pritchett, 56, of Murray,
Kentucky, died Sunday, Aug. 28, 2016, at the
Spring Creek Health Care in Murray, Kentucky.
Mrs. Pritchett was born Oct. 6, 1959, in Calloway County, Kentucky. She was a homemaker
and a member of the Emmanuel Baptist Church.
She was also a 1977 graduate of Calloway County
kliAh School.
, Mrs. Pritchett was preceded in death by her Irene Knight
husband,Bruce Pritchett; her father, Edison Moore
Irene Knight, 95, of Murray, Kentucky, died Tuesday, Aug. 30,
Jr.;
her brother, Steve Baker; and her grandparents, 2016, at her home.
Pritchett
Edison Moore Sr. and Audrey Moore and Raymond
Arrangements are incomplete at this time.
Green and Ovie Green.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge.•
Survivors include her mother and stepfather. Janice and Cecil
Baker of Murray; two sons, Billie Linn Pritchett of South Korea and
Jesse James Pritchett of Murray; her sister, Julie Stone and husband
Tim of Murray; and her brother, Shane Moore and wife Debra of
Murray.
Funeral services will be held at 2 p.m., Thursday, Sept. 1, 2016,
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Clint McCoy and Brett Miles
will officiate. The burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove By MARY CLARE JALONICK vided, one man could break the
Cemetery. Visitation will be held Wednesday, Aug. 31, 2016, from
Associated Press
legislative deadlock: Senate Ma5-9 p.m. at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
jority Leader Mitch McConnell,
Expressions of sympathy may go to the Murray-Calloway CounWASHINGTON (AP) - R-Ky., who has not indicated
ty Hospital Hospice House Building Fund,803 Poplar Street, Mur- Hopes for overhauling the nation's whether he supports the effort. If
ray, KY 42071.
criminal justice system have fad- inaction is telling. McConnell so
Online condolefices can be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneral- ed in Congress this year, undercut far has declined to put the legislahome.com
by a rash of summer shootings in- tion to vote,suggesting he doesn't
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of the arrange- volving police and the pressure of want a messy intraparty fight bements.
election-year politics.
fore the November election.
Republicans, including MaUnlike McConnell, House
jority Whip John Cornyn of Tex- Speaker Paul Ryan, R-Wis.,
as and Utah Sen. Mike Lee, had strongly supports an overhaul and
joined forces with Democrats in may bring up a series of bipartihopes of revising the 1980s and san House bills in September to
'90s-era federal "tough on crime" reduce mandatory sentences and
laws by reducing some mandatory boost rehabilitation programs.
By ZEINA KARAM
dreds wounded.
sentences for low-level drug ofAn unusual coalition - PresAssociated Press
Al-Adnani is a Syrian who was fenders and giving judges greater
ident Barack Obama, the Ameriborn in the northern province of discretion
in sentencing. The goal can Civil Liberties Union and the
BEIRUT - The Islamic State Idlib and is believed to be in his
is to reduce overcrowding in the conservative Koch Industries group's spokesman and chief late 30s. He crossed the border and
nation's prisons and save taxpayer says the system is broken and supstrategist, who laid out the blue- joined al-Qaida in Iraq, a precursor
dollars.
ports changes. Obama has made it
print for the extremist group's at- to IS, after the 2003 U.S.-led invaIn 1980, the federal prison a priority in his last year.
tacks against the West, has been sion.
population was less than 25,000.
But Ryan and Obama have a
killed while overseeing operations
In late June 2014, he formal- Today, it is more than 200,000.
tough job in winning over McCoin northern Syria, the group an- ly declared the establishment of a
The bipartisan group encoun- nnell, who must deal with opponounced Tuesday.
caliphate, or Islamic state, stretch- tered
fierce opposition from some nents such as Arkansas Sen. Tom
The IS-run Aamaq news agen- ing across parts of Syria and Iraq, Republicans
who argue reform Cotton, Texas Sen. Ted Cruz and
cy said Abu Muhammed al-Adnani under the leadership of Abu Bakr could increase
crime and pose a handful of other Senate Repubwas "martyred while surveying al-Baghdadi, and demanded alle- a greater
danger to law enforce- licans.
the operations to repel the military giance from Muslims worldwide.
ment. Republican presidential
Supporters are also battling the
campaigns in Aleppo," and vowed
A powerful orator, he went on to nominee Donald Trump hasn't
calendar; Congress is only in sesto avenge his death. It did not pro- become the voice of IS. He released commented on the pending legsion a few weeks before Obama
vide any further details on when or numerous, lengthy audio files on- islation but
has dubbed himself leaves office. Democratic presihow he died.
line in which he delivered fiery the "law-and-order candidate" for
dential nominee Hillary Clinton
If confirmed, it would be a ma- sermons urging followers to kill what he calls a country in crisis,
Supports the effort, but if she wins
jor blow to the extremist group, civilians in nations that supported with terrorism in cities and atit's unclear whether there would
which has been on the retreat in the U.S.-led coalition against the tacks on police.
be momentum for the overhaul in
Syria and Iraq, where the borders of group.
With Republicans deeply di- her busy first year in office. MI
"If you can kill a disbelieving
its self-declared Islamic caliphate
have been steadily eroded in recent American or European - especially the spiteful and filthy French months.
Al-Adnani, whose real name or an Australian, or a Canadian, or
is Taha Sobhi Falaha, persistently any other disbeliever from the discalled for attacks against the West, believers waging war, including the
RADCLIFF (AP)- The final pieces of the Kentucky Sept. 11
which paid off in bloody notoriety citizens of the countries that joined
Memorial
are being set in place.
with the Nov. 13 coordinated at- a coalition against the Islamic State.
reports that the memorial, which is locatThe
News-Enterprise
tacks in Paris that hit a concert hall, then rely upon Allah. and kill him
of
the
on
Kentucky Veterans Cemetery-Central in
the
grounds
ed
a stadium and restaurants and bars, in any manner or way however it
was dedicated on the 10-year anniversary of the Sept. 11
Radcliff,
leaving 130 people dead and hun- may be," al-Adnani said in 2014.•
attacks.
Thanks to an $85,000 grant from the Radcliff-Fort Knox Tourism
and Convention Commission, the site will have new black granite
wings in time for the 15th anniversary.
Project chair Sam Young says the right wall of the memorial will
BEREA(AP)- An investigation is underway after a South Carimages of the four attack sites. The left wall will be inscribed
feature
olina woman was found unresponsive inside a church in Berea.
names of I 1 1 Kentuckians who have died overseas serving
with
the
Cornelison
tells
Jimmy
news
outlets
Madison County Coroner
country
since the events of 9/11.
the
that 33-year-old Lindsay Poole of Anderson, South Carolina, was
of the memorial is planned for 2 p.m. on Sunday.
A
dedication
being
taken
to a hospital from the
pronounced dead Saturday after
Oklevueha Native American Church of the Peaceful Mountain Way. Sept. 11.•

Politics, shootings undercut
criminal justice overhaul

Islamic State group says spokesman
killed in operation in northern Syria

New part of Kentucky 9/11 memorial nearly complete

Wom'an dies after being found unresponsive in church

Berea police spokesman Lt. Jake Reed says authorities were
called to the church that night. Cornelison says investigators were
told the woman had fallen.
Investigators have not said what caused the death.
Cornelison says they are awaiting autopsy results.
The church's website says the group offers ceremonies for members to "explore their inner consciousness."
No further details have been released.

Report: Number of nesting bald eagles in Ky.on nse
LOUISVILLE (AP) - A survey by Kentucky biologists has
found that the number of bald eagles nesting in the state rose sharply in the last year.
The Courier-Journal reports the Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources counted 151 occupied nesting territories in
2016, which is a 14 percent increase from last year and a 51 percent
from 2012.
Kate Slankard an avian biologist with the state agency,said nest
numbers depend on weather patterns. She said the numbers were
likely elevated this year because there weren't many extreme weather events during nesting season.
Slankard said the state counted 20 new territories for nesting,
which is more than in years past. II

WOODY:
Domestic Short HairBlack & Domestic Short Hair
Brown Mix • Four Months.
Male

CAMMI
• Nine

Mon
Female

SHELTER HOURS:
Mon-Fri. 10 cm-4 p.m.• Sat. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
For rnore information contact
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at(270)759-4141

FUNERAL NOTICE
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
Johnny Richard Orr,83
Funeral service will be held on Wednesday, Aug. 31,2016,at
11 a.m. at the funeral home. Burial will follow in the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery.

Kentucky lawmaker says Bevin
left threatening voice message
By ADAM BEAM
Associated Press
FRANKFORT (AP) - Days after Man Bevin tool office in
December, the Republican governor went to work on an ambitious
project: persuading some Democratic state representatives from
conservative districts to switch parties, giving Republicans control
of the state House for the first time since 1920.
Two representatives did switch parties, while two more resigned
to take other jobs. But Russ Meyer,a Democrat from Nicholasville,
declined. Democrats held onto their majority, setting up a series of
pivotal elections this November as all 100 seats are on the ballot.
Now, Bevin and Meyer's discussion - chronicled in part by a
voicemail the governor left on Meyer's cellphone -has prompted
the Kentucky House speaker to threaten Bevin with impeachment
and has only increased the pressure in elections that could determine
which party will control the last legislative chamber in the South still
held by Democrats.
Tuesday, Meyer released a 42-second voicemail message he says
Bevin left him the day after Meyer told Bevin's office he would not
be switching parties. Meyer, who is in his first term and is being
challenged by Republican Robert Gullette III in November,called it
proof Bevin threatened to use his office to punish him and his district
if he refused to become a Republican.
"I want to make sure you understand where things are in my mind
and the decisions that I'm going to make in the days ahead, weeks
ahead, months ahead," Bevin said, according to a recording where
he identified himself by name."I want you to be very aware of what
the impact of those decisions will be as it relates to you, your seat,
your district, etc.,just so we have all of the cards on the table."
Bevin spokeswoman Jessica Ditto confirmed the message was
from Bevin. In a news release,she did not explain what Bevin meant
by "the impact of those decisions" and how they would affect Meyer
and his district. She called Bevin's message "polite and personal"
and said the fact that Meyer would wait nine months to release it is
"proof of his continued insecurity about keeping his seat."
"His desperate and partisan effort to misconstrue the conversations that he initiated is a discredit to the office he holds," she said.
Bevin has been aggressive both in his courtship of and conflict
with Democrats since he took office. Democratic House Speaker
Greg Stumbo has already taken him to court over his vetoes of the
state budget, and Democratic Attorney General Andy Beshear has
sued Bevin three times. In July, Bevin angered Democrats again by
approving a contract of up to $500,000 for a private law firm to
investigate former Democratic Gov. Steve Beshear, who has denied
any wrongdoing and accused Bevin of political gamesmanship.
Meyer said Blake Brickman, Bevin's chief of staff, threatened
road projects in his district as retaliation for not switching parties.
Meyer said he decided to release the voicemail after the Bevin administration delayed a road project in his district earlier this month,
which was first reported by The Courier Journal.
"I felt like, man,this is not right," he said.
In a news release. Brickman denied he threatened road projects
in Meyer's district. Transportation Cabinet officials say construction
was delayed because Steve Beshear approved the project without
securing the land. Beshear has blamed Bevin for stopping the work.
The state had to pay a $625,000 fine to the contractor as a result of
the delay.
On Tuesday, Stumbo again threatened to impeach Bevin over
the incident and called for a state and federal investigation. Bevin's
spokeswoman called that "ridiculous" and said "it is difficult for intelligent people to take him seriously."
John Roach, a former state Supreme Court justice who worked
on Bevin's transition team, said he met with Meyer several times
about switching parties,saying Meyer even inquired about resigning
his House seat to take a job in the Bevin administration. Roach said
none of their conversations included threats.
"My discussions with him were about how this would be good
for Kentucky," Roach said, adding he was disappointed by Meyer's
characterization of Bevin. "I mean, I'm sickened by it. It saddens
me." IN
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MURRAY 1 MILE WALK 8,5K
Sept. 10,2016
CFSB, Murray State Univei Nay

h

9AM:5K RUNNERS SIAM.

AM:itLC.,IIKAIION

8 I I AM:SILENT AUCTION

9:15 AM: MI WALKERS START

Fundraising Events:
$/25 - Manila Shack Rebate Night
(Wray and Padncah)
0/)1 119/10- lig Appla Rebate Night
9/0 - Applebee's Rabat. Night

COMMUNITY

Photo provided
Spann, Donna
Joyce
row)
(front
left
were
from
attending
Those
reunion.
class
55th
MHS CLASS OF 1961 REUNION: The Murray High School Class of 1961 recently held its
George
McKeel,
row) John Darnell, John Weatherly, Robert Lee, Ron
Wilson, Barbara Dublin, Lynette Lassiter, Shirley Stalls, Linda Paschall, Ed Huie, Nancy McCuiston,(back
Bruce
and
Collie
Linda
Attending but not pictured were Donnie Pride,
Oakley, Nick Ryan, Buddy Spann, Charles David Richardson, Jack Rose, Dan Lampkins and Jan Dalton.
Day.

DATEBOOK
Special meeting slated
Murray-Calloway County Park Board has announced a special meeting to be held at 5 p.m..
Thursday, Sept. 1, in the Calloway County Judicial Building at 312 N. 4th St. in the Circuit
Court Room (upstairs).

Reunion and potluck to be held
The annual Grogan reunion and potluck will
Martha
held on at 1 p.m. Sunday, Sept. 4, in the Unibe
Finney Andrus,
versity Church of Christ fellowship hall. The
Community editor
reunion will also celebrate Ike Grogan's 83rd
birthday, which falls on Sunday. Due to the ongoing construction on the 121 bypass, those who plan to attend the
reunion are encouraged to use the church parking lot entrance off
U.S. 641 across from the Wal-Mart gas station. Contact Donna Grogan Herndon at 270-293-8780 for more information.

Book signing to be at New Life Bookstore
Tyson McClanahan will have a book signing and interview regarding his book "Finishing the Race" at New Life Bookstore on the
Murray court square on from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 10.
The public is invited to attend.

Murray High School recognized with top honors
at FBLA National Leadership Conference in Atlanta
Special to the Ledger
Ian Smith, a 2016 Murray
High School alumnus, received
national recognition at the Future Business Leaders of America Awards of Excellence program on July 2. Smith competed
in the Future Business Leader
category and brought home third
place.
The Future Business Leaders
of America National Leadership
Conference was held June 29July 2 in Atlanta. Participants
from across the United States
and abroad attended this exciting conference to enhance their
business skills, expand their
networks, and participate in

more than 65 business and business-related competitive events.
More than 9,380 of America's
best and brightest high school
students traveled to the conference to connect with top future
business leaders and showcase
their talents as they competed
for the opportunity to win more
than $179,000 in cash awards.
"Future Business Leader
is the viliva.prestigious award
for FBLA, aidMurray High
School FlAgadviser Cindy Adams."I am very proud and happy
for Ian in receiving this award.
He is well deserving of it."
The award— sponsored by FBLA-Phi Beta Lambda Inc. — was

MWC Garden Department to meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
noon Thursday, Sept. 1, at the Murray State University Arboretum.
The program will be "Hey, What's New?" The hostesses will be Pat
Seiber, Sheila Henry and Judy Kelso.

WoodmenLife chapters to host fish fry
WoodmenLife Chapter 170 Kirksey and 138 Hazel will meet at 6
p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 13, at the WoodmenLife Building at 330 C.C.
Lowry Drive for its annual First Responders Fish Fry catered by Nick
Ryan. RSVP to Marilynn at 270-489-6251 by Tuesday. Sept. 6.

part of a comprehensive national
competitive events program that
recognizes and rewards excellence in a broad range of business and career-related areas.
For many students, the competitive events are the capstone
activity of their academic careers. In addition to competitions, students immersed themselves in interactive workshops,
visited an information-packed
exhibit hall and heard from motivational speakers on a broad
range of business topics.
Future Business Leaders of
America-Phi Beta Lambda Inc.,
the premier student business organization, is a nonprofit 501(c)
(3) education association with
a quarter-million members and
advisers in over 6,500 active
middle school, high school and
college chapters worldwide.
Its mission is to bring business and education together in
a positive working relationship
through innovative leadership
and career development programs. The association is headquartered in Reston, Virginia,
just outside of Washington, D.C.
For more information, visit fbla-pbl.org.

Thursday of this week we have "lip
experts" coming to show all the ways to
mix colors and to demonstrate the proper
way to wear this 18 hour lipstick We are
all loving the look of this lipstick and the
convenience of putting it on once a day.
All of the ingredients are FDA approved,
no wax, no lead, no GMO, no gluten,
no mineral oil and no animal testing.
This fabulous lipstick won't smudge
off, wipe off, or come off onto your
teeth, straw, clothes, or your husband!
There is a mechanical shield that
protects your lips from the sun that
is equal to SPF 15. Ii is also water
proof! You can swim in this lipstick!
You can layer the different colors
of LipSense to create a whole new
color. Mixing these colors will make
27 different shades. You are going
to love this product, all of us at DK
Kelley are wearing it and we certainly
love it. New colors are coming for fall
and you will want to see them too.
Speaking of fall, we have just received
new group from Multiples, Joseph
Ribkoff, and new colors in Lissette.
Cute, updated, sweatshirts are a big trend
this fall and we have some that are
awesome. Our long v-neck tunics are

Knit Wits will meet

now here in different styles, same great
fabric We have a lot of new Jewelry
and handbags as well as great scarves.
here
scarves are
Day
Game
and all spnng and summer are
final clearance up to 80% off!
Congratulations to Della Martin who won

The Knit Wits will meet at 1 p.m. every Friday in the library of
the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters and
crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information,call Dot
at 270-293-5588.

this weeks giveaway, like us on FB to
be eligible.
Stay tuned to next week's fun and
fashion report...

Dexter-Almo Water District to meet
The board of the Dexter-Almo Heights Water District will have its
monthly meeting at 7 p.m. Thursday, Sept. 1, at the water office at
351 Almo Road in Mmo.

Reformers'Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public
is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 270-753-1834.

Photo provided
Ian Smith, a 2016 graduate of Murray High School, earned
third place at the FBLA Awards of Excellence on July 2.
Smith Is shown with MHS FBLA adviser Cindy Adams.

The Somerlung For Evervone Store
305 South 1210 • Money KY • 270-713-7441
.0931e www.dkkelley.com

WATCH needs aluminum cans
The WATCH Center at 702 Main St. needs aluminum cans for an
ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any time by
driving through the driveway or parking lot on the west side of the
center and placing them in the cotton wagon.

SAVE $1000
RIC
Hearing Aid!
on the

Need Line updates clients pantry list

Need Line has issued an updated request for items needed which
includes peanut butter, tuna, salmon, Jiffy corn meal, tuna helper,
jelly, pancake mix and syrup, beanie weenies, spaghetti, complete
meals in a box, macaroni and cheese,spaghetti sauce,canned pasta,
dry and shelf-stable milk,eggs,bread,buns,hot dogs.chicken,pork,
beef and lunch meat. Personal hygiene items are extremely low and
items needed are deodorant for men and women,toothbrushes, disposable razors for men and women,toilet tissue, bar soap,shampoo,
dish liquid, baby wipes, dish detergent, size 4 diapers, Ziplock storage bags (one- and two-gallon sizes) and hotel or travel-size shampoo,lotions and soap. Large brown bags are also requested. Farmers
with surplus garden vegetables and fruits are welcome to bring them
to Need Line, which has a cooler to keep the produce fresh until it
is distributed. Need Line is located at 509 N. Eighth St. and is open
from 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Monday-Friday. Need Line is a United Way
agency. For more informadon,call 270-753-6333.
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Western Kentucky

American
Red Cross
hapter serving Calloway County

Digital Hearing Aid

$995
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sPtrice
Call today to schedule
your appointment

270-753-8055
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Free Hearing Screening
30 day Trial Purchase
Financing 0% interest
(For those who qualify)
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Happy Grandparent's Day!
September I Ph is
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Peel a Holland work has begun
JOHN WRIGHT!
Ledger &'Times
Workers are shown
late last week using
equipment to move
dirt on the future site
of the Peel & Holland
Insurance office building at the intersection
of South Fifth and
Maple streets on Murray's court square.
This development is
being seen by local
leaders as a key piece
of downtown Murray's
resurgence as it marks
the return of Peel &
Holland after its original building, first, was
severely damaged in
a July 2014 fire, then
had to be demolished
several months later
after it was determined
that the building had
received too much
damage to continue
standing. That fire resulted in the southern
half of the western side
of the square being destroyed.
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500 cows rustled
from New Zealand
farm in unusual case

THURSDAY, 9:00-6:00 • FRIDAY, 9:00-6:00 • SATURDAY 9:00-5:00
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SPECIAL PURCHASE ON THIS
COMFORTABLE STEEL COLOR
MOTION GROUP!
RECLINING SOFA

MATCHING
ROCKER RECLINER

$699
Bauhaus
L Shaped
Sectional

Sale Price S3199

Sale Price S999

BEAUTIFUL CHERRY MASTER BEDROOM SUITE!!
cm
QUEEN SIZE BED
DRESSER & MIRROR
99
CHEST OF DRAWERS
99
6
BEDSIDE CHEST
MEDIA CHEST

TRIIINIRMORs
RECLINING SOFA WIHIDDEN TABLE OR
RECLINING LOVESEAT WICONSOLE

0- 07111 .T1'07 ii11

Tql17.riT7?7.1.77.
Legacy Classic
110" Dining Table
2 Arm Chairs
4 Side Chairs

SUPER SPECIAL CLOSE OUT BUY!

SPECIAL
FINANCING

NOW OILY $699

7.77)

Corsicana
Queen Size
Pillow Top
Mattress Set

Bassett
Wakefield Molasses
Dresser & Mirror

$349

7
171771M

Sale Price 51199

FREE
INTEREST
2018!
UNTIL
pin Approied Credit

7)-LTLTil

:
411 1

Legacy Classic
Queen Size
Oak Headboard

/-/

Corsicana
Twin Size
Mattress Set

Sale Puce $199

NWI/ OILY $88
A Am esica
Counter Height Table
& 4 Barstools

Craftmaster
100% Leather Sofa,
Chair, & Ottoman

Sale Priaa: SlON

Sale Price $3199

7714.11114-In NOW OILY $1788

ALL FURNITURE IN
THE ENTIRE STORE
HAS BEEN CLEARLY
MARKED DOWN!!

FREE HOT DOGS,
CHIPS, COOKIES &
DRINKS!

ALL ACCESSORIES 1/3-1/2 OFF

FOR ALL YOU HARD
WORKERS OUT THERE!'

ON LABOR DAY

Their Tagged Prices!'

WELLINGTON, New Zealand (AP) — How do you steal
500 cows?
Probably not all at once.
That's according to New Zealand police, who said Tuesday
that they were investigating reports of the unlikely crime at a
South Island farm.
Locals said they'd never before heard of cattle rustling on
such a massive scale. And that's
in a nation that's home to some
10 million cows,more than double the number of people.
The farmer involved is feeling too sheepish to talk about
what happened, according to
friend Willy Leferink.
gob"He's
absolutely
smacked, and deeply embarrassed," Leferink said. "If you
had three-quarters of a million
dollars go missing, you wouldn't
want to talk about it either."
Leferink said each milking
cow was worth about 1,500 New
Zealand dollars ($1,090) and
weighed more than half a ton.
He said the cows could have
been taken from the herd of
1,300 near the town of Ashburton anytime between early July,
when they were last counted,
and late August.
He said the cows weren't being milked because it was winter, but the farmer did notice
they weren't chewing through as
much feed as normal.
Police said the incident came
as a reminder to farmers that
they should be checking their
fences and counting their stock
regularly. III

MurraY

Hampton says
entrepreneur
competition
should benefit
state students
Spools! to th• Lodgor
Lt. Gov. Jenean Hampton announced Monday the
inaugural Lt. Governor's
Entrepreneurship Challenge
(LGEC)at a press conference
featuring Gov. Matt Bevin,
Cabinet secretaries and educational and business leaders
from across Kentucky.
Hampton said the goal of
the LGEC is to get entrepreneurship in front of students
as an exciting educational experience and as a viable path
to a rewarding career.
The LGEC consists of a
business plan proposal and
live pitch competition. It will
include two components: a
regional competition and a
state competition. Locations
for the regional competitions
will be determined and announced in early 2017. The
state competition will take
place on April 29 at the Gatton College of Business and
Economics' Kincaid Auditorium at the University of
Kentucky. The LGEC will
be conducted in partnership
with Junior Achievement and
is supported by the Kentucky
Innovation Network.
All high school students
from public, private and homeschool settings are eligible
to participate. The deadline
to submit intent to compete
forms is Feb. 1, and all business plans are due on March
1. Teams will then do a pitch
presentation at their regional
competition during the week
of April 10-13, with the top
two teams advancing to the
state competition.
Student teams will be required to work with two adult
advisers like teachers and
• business owners who can help
coach and guide the team as
they develop their business
idea. Teams will be evaluated
on both their written business
plans and pitch presentations
by a panel of judges at the regional competition. The state
competition will follow the
same format but with only 10
teams, the top two winners
from each regional competition.
Prizes for the LGEC include over $80,000 that will
be split among the top three
teams at the state competition
into scholarships for postsecondary institutions in Kentucky,cash winnings for adult
advisers, in-kind business
services from entrepreneurs
across Kentucky and more.
Additional information can
be found online at www.kylgec.com.

Court documents link man to Kentucky overdoses
LEXINGTON (AP) — Federal court documents say a man has
been arrested in Cincinnati in connection with up to a dozen drug
overdoses in central Kentucky last week.
Documents filed in U.S. District Court in Lexington show a
hearing is scheduled Wednesday for Robert Lee Shields, who is
charged with conspiring to distribute the controlled substance fentanyl. An affidavit said Shields was arrested Friday.
Shields appeared before a magistrate judge Monday. Neither defense attorney Patrick F. Nash nor the prosecutor's office returned
emails seeking comment.
The Lexington Herald-Leader first reported Shields' arrest.
The affidavit said police reported there were 10 to 12 overdoses
in Montgomery County last Wednesday and Thursday, including
at least one victim who died. Spikes in heroin overdoses were reported around the same time in Indiana, Ohio and West Virginia.
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Ex-Knox County School Board chairman indicted
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BARBOURVILLE (AP) — A grand jury has charged that the
former chairman of the Knox County school board gave false information to try to win back the seat.
News outlets report that the grand jury has indicted 59-year-old
Dexter Smith on one charge of second-degree perjury.
According to the indictment released Monday, Smith quit the
Knox County school board in April as state police investigated
whether he had someone else take the GED test for him in order to
qualify for office. He filed on Aug.9 to run for his old seat.
Smith was required to make a sworn statement that he had the
proper educational qualifications. The grand jury said Smith gave a
false statement about his level of education.
Smith will be arraigned Tuesday.His attorney,David S. Hoskins,
says he will plead not guilty. II
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SPORTS
NFL

Packers claim punter Schum
from Buccaneers, boot Masthay
Associate(' Press

Mastkay

GREEN BAY,Wis. — The Green
Bay Packers have a new punter after
claiming Jacob Schum off waivers
from the Tampa Bay Buccaneers and
releasing Murray High School Athletic Hall of Famer Tim Masthay.
General manager Ted Thompson
made the move on Tuesday, two
days after Tampa released Schum.

The second-year player averaged
41.9 yards per punt last season for
the Bucs, playing in all 16 games.
His first appearance for the Packers will likely come in Thursday
night's preseason finale against the
Kansas City Chiefs.
The release of Masthay came
a day after he had seemingly won
the punting job when the Packers
released Green Bay native Peter

GIRLS SOCCER:
MURRAY HIGH 4, MARSHALL COUNTY I

Mortell. Masthay played in 96 regular-season games for Green Bay
since 2010, averaging 44.2 yards on
390 punts.
Masthay returned to Murray in
early February, when the Tigers inducted the first MHS Athletic Hall of
Fame class.
He expressed excitement for receiving the honor and thanked MHS
officials and fans at the ceremony.•

BOYS SOCCER CALLOWAY COUNTY 8, GRAVES COUNTY 7
JEFF ARENZ/Ledger & Times
Murray High's Olivia Butterworth (33) hugs teammate Ann
Taylor(13) after scoring the Lady 'Tigers'first goal against
Marshall County on Tuesday at the Mallary France Soccer
Complex. Kess Kelly (15) and Lydia Grogan (3) joined the
celebration as MHS won 4-1.

Lady Tigers too fast
for Lady Marshals
in District 2 victory
By JEFF ARIENZ
jarenz@murrayledger corn

DONNIE PASCHALULedger & limes
Calloway County's Brian Wilhelm (left) reacts as Graves County's Rodrigo Garcia (middle) and Christian Caplz
(right) attempt to defend during a District 2 match Tuesday at Graves County High School in Mayfield.

Lakers survive Eagles
Ada
as
ms
scor
es
five
Calloway County preserves bizzare

final two tallies for MHS.
Grogan said speed is huge asset for her and for Murray High.
No. 17-ranked Murray High The Lady Tigers possessed the
proved to Marshall County just ball in Marshall County territory
how much team speed it has for most of the match by winduring a 4-1 victory Tuesday ning a lot of 50/50 balls.
at The Mallary France Soccer
"We do agility drills that are
Complex.
designed to help us move betThe Lady Tigers, who fell six ter," Grogan said. "I have been
spots in the latest Maher Rank- fast ever since I can remember.
ings released Saturday, ran cir- We're all pretty fast, even after
cles around the lady Marshals, doing the agility drills."
especially in the first half TuesButterworth agreed.
day, when MHS scored all four
"It's crazy how much speed
of its goals.
this team has," Butterworth said.
Murray High (4-1 overall, "It's like we have fast players
3-0 Region 1 and 2-0 District 2) and, then, we have players who
finished the match with an 18-8 are not as fast, but they have a
advantage in shots, including a lot of endurance. That makes for
14-7 edge in shots on-goal. Oliv- good chemistry on the field."
ia Butterworth kicked in the first
Butterworth, defender Ann
two goals for the Lady Tigers
before Lydia Grogan scored the s• See LADY TIGERS, Page 10A

GIRLS SOCCER:
GRAVES COUNTY 6, CALLOWAY COUNTY 2

win

By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@ murrayledger.corn
MAYFIELD — The scoreboard clock officially stopped
counting with 2 minutes, 5 seconds remaining, but the game
clock indicated that there was
an eternity left to play as Calloway County battled Graves
County on Tuesday night.
In what was one of the most
bizarre regular season matches
in the history of Region 1, District 2, this boys soccer contest
was far from a classic. Fortunately for the Lakers, forward
Christian Adams meant everything in the world.
Those in attendance were
just fortunate enough to be a
part of it as Adams scored five

••••••

of Calloway
County's
eight goals
for his second hat trick
three
in
games, but
none of the
goals in his
prep career
were sweetAdams
er than the
one he slid
past an empty goalie box as
time expired to give the Lakers
an 8-7 win over the Eagles in a
rematch of last fall's District 2
Tournament championship.
No strangers to theatrics,
the Lakers nearly blew a 7-4
lead in the final 15 minutes as
Graves County's Rodrigo Gar-

cia delivered his own hat trick
with three consecutive goals to
tie the match at 7-7 with no one
but the game officials knowing
just how much time was left on
the clock.
No one but the officials and.
Adams,of course.
In a game that Calloway
County nearly gave away, it
exhausted the reserve tank and
pulled a rabbit out of Adam's
hat trick to move to 2-1 overall
this season.
With 15 goals and several
chippy moments, it was a roller coaster ride that neither team
likely wishes to take again anytime soon.
"We knew from the beginning that it was going to be a
tough game,but we didn't think

the score would be that elastic,"
second-year CCHS head coach
Alex Walandro said."In the end
we came out with a win and we
have to just go back and work
on the mistakes we had. I'd
rather have an ugly win than a
beautiful loss."
In a hysterical atmosphere
at Graves County High School,
questionable calls piled up
against both teams, while yellow flags began to pile up at the
Eagles' end of the field.
Calloway County outshot
Graves County 14-5 in the first
half, and seemed to be the aggressor early after a stinging
loss to Marshall County settled

DONNIE PASCHALL/Ledger & limes
Calloway County's Reagan Pittenger battles a Graves
County player for control of the ball during a District 2
match Tuesday at Graves County High School in Mayfield.

See LAKERS, Page 10A

Pittenger not enough
to push Lady Lakers
Grichuk gives Cards lead, Duke gets past Lady Eagles
MLB:ST LOUIS 2, MILWAUKEE 1 (10 INNINGS)

big strikeout in win over Brewers

The Cardinals' Jhonny Peralta led off
the 10th with a single off Corey Knebel (02) and moved to third on Yadier Molina's
MILWAUKEE — Zach Duke retired the ground-rule double. Jeremy Hazelbaker,
only batter he faced, birthday boy Adam who pinch ran for Peralta, scored the winWainwright turned the page on a disap- ning run on Grichulc's flare to right.
Wainwright dueled with Milwaukee's
pointing year and the St. Louis Cardinals
strengthened their hold on the final NL Wily Peralta for seven innings,and they left
a 1-1 game for the bullpens to settle.
wild-card spot.
It was a resurgent performance for
Duke stranded the bases loaded with a
strikeout in the 10th inning after Randal Wainwright, who began his 35th birthday
Grichuk hit an RBI single in the top half by watching video of his younger self and
of the inning, lifting the Cardinals over the deciding to make some changes.
Step one: Pant legs up.
Milwaukee Brewers 2-1 on lliesday night.
Step two: Stop throwing like an old man.
St. Louis added a game to its lead in the
"1 changed everything up. I went pants
wild card and is now 2 1/2 up on the Pittsup. and I went stirrups," Wainwright said.
burgh Pirates and New York Mets.
Seung Hwan Oh (4-2) pitched out of a "I watched all my good games. It was just
jam in the ninth to get the win. Duke got obvious how much more aggressive my dehis first save with the Cardinals by entering livery was."
Wainwright retired the first nine batters
to strike out pinch-hitter Manny Pins after
until Jonathan Villas singled llikding off the
Matt Boliiman walked three batters.
By MCH ROVITO
Associated Press

fourth. Wainwright gave up three hits and
one run in seven innings. He struck out seven and didn't walk a batter.
"That was the best fastball he's had all
year," Matheny said. "I think he wanted
to prove that turning 35 isn't that big of a
Wainwright missed most of last season
with a torn Achilles tendon.
"Thirty-four was a bad year for me," he
said. "I'm 35 now. I've turned over a new
leaf."
Neither team had a hit until the fourth
and neither scored until the sixth.
St. Louis' Jedd Gyorko broke the scoreless tie with a two-out home run in the
sixth. The Cardinals have homered in 19
consecutive games,tying a franchise record
set in July 2006.
Martin Maldonado's run-scoring double
See CARDINALS, Page 11:1A

Darnell.
With four goals already
scored this season, Darnell douMAYFIELD — After 80 bled her tally with a hat trick
minutes of grueling and compet- plus one to send the Lady Eagles
itive District 2 soccer, the final to a four-goal home victory as
score read 6-2. The favor was in Graves County remained undepossession of the Graves County feated at 4-0 overall.
Lady Eagles.
Meanwhile, the Lady Lakers
Still, second-year Calloway (0-2-1) are still searching for
County Lady Lakers head coach their first win of 2016.
Jeremy Stom believes the final
If half of the shots Tuesday
score wasn't indicative of the night happened to veer a little to
heart and effort his team dis- the left or a little to the right, the
played. He can only hope that match could have been a close
Reagan Pittenger and company one. If those same shots started
falling favorably in Calloway
feel the same.
Pittenger scored both goals of County's future, its first win is
the evening and has four tallies on the horizon, even with a road
this year for CCHS. Despite the match at Murray High looming
absence of fattier Murray High on Thursday in the Crosstown
standout Channing Foster due to Classic.
an MCL injury, Graves County
had a reserve weapon in Allye e. See LAD' v....KERS, Page 10A
••
By BRYCE RUDD
brudd@murrayledger.com
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NI LADY TIGERS
From Page 9A
Taylor and defender/forward
Annie Futrell were runners for
Murray High, which won the
KHSAA Class IA Girls Track
and Field State Championships
last spring.
MHS had a 1-0 lead just 58
seconds into the match, when
Butterworth used a high-arching
kick to send the ball over Marshall County goalkeeper Allie
Fiske. The shot went about 20
yards through the air after Grogan's pass made it possible.
In the 17th minute, Butterworth struck another high-archer
from the top of the penalty box
that produced the same result.
Just like that, the Lady Tigers
had a 2-0 cushion after Parker
Greer set up Butterworth's second goal.
"I have always had a long
shot and (the coaches) have always told me to take them. I
hope they go in, and they do,"
Butterworth said. "It's hard for
some goalkeepers to defend the
top of the net, especially when
shots are going up-and-over defenses."
Grogan, who was stopped by
Fiske on two shots early in the
first half, used her speed to take
over. Running past several Lady
Marshals en route to the net, her
shot beat Fiske for a 3-0 MHS
lead in the 28th minute.
"When I'm running, I just
have to focus on keeping the
ball," Grogan said."If there is(a
defender) near me,I just want to
make sure that I beat them."
Grogan plays at her best
when she has confidence.
"I had a span last season
when I wasn't scoring a lot, and
I started to lose confidence in my
skills," Grogan said. "But then
(assistant coach Leslie Ann Gilson) builds up my confidence.
Once I get(a goal) or I do something good, I begin to get into

JEFF ARENZ/Ledger & Times
Murray High's Parker Greer (28) watches what appelys to be a goal she scored
against Marshall County on Tuesday at
the Mallary France Soccer Complex. Game officials disallowed the tally, saying the
ball did not entirely cross the goal
line.
the match and my confidence
comes back."
Grogan handed the Lady
Tigers a 4-0 lead in the 32nd
minute, when she re-directed a

rebound against Fiske.
Butterworth said Murray
High is gelling early this season.
"I think we have messed very
well together, and I'm proud of

how we have started (this season)," said Butterworth, who has
helped the Lady Tigers outscore
opponents 28-6 through five
matches in 2016.

NFL

As anthem controversy simmers,
Colin Kaepemick readies to play
Associated Press

even as the debate surrounding
Kaepernick's refusal to stand for the
national anthem remains heated.
Kelly said Tuesday that Kaepernick will play in the team's final
exhibition game Thursday night in
San Diego after missing the first two

preseason games with a tired shoulder. This will be Kaepemick's first
game since he spoke publicly over
his anthem protest, saying he won't
stand during the anthem because of
what he described as oppression of
minorities in the United States.

Not to be outdone by Adams,Rodrigo Garcia came alive with four
From Page 9A
goals of his own (all in the second
half).
in, but the Eagles struck first. Alex
Garcia scored just two minutes
Arellano got past Aaron Dawson for
into the second half to trim the deficit
the 1-0 lead on just the Eagles second
to 3-2 before Adams evolved into a
shot in nine minutes.
one man wrecking crew with back to
Adams polished off Brian Wilback goals in the 53rd minute to put
helm's assist in the 24th to tie it at 1-1.
Calloway back up 5-2.
A minute later, Wilhelm took it
The Eagles kept clawing back,
upon himself to score off a header to
with a score on a sleeping Laker deput the Lakers up for good the rest of
fense to trim it back to 5-3,then Davthe way; almost.
enport found his rhythm on a set piece
With Calloway County rolling ofin the 65th to put Calloway County up
fensively, Adams scored his second
7-4.
goal in the 29th to give the Lakers
It seemed like the match was the
three goals in five minutes for a 3-1
Lakers to run away with, but Garcia.
advantage heading into the half.
coupled with several favorable calls,
With Jacob Smith, Ty Gamble
wouldn't let the Eagles(3-1)and their
and Ty Davenport getting under the
perfect record evaporate after a 3-0
Eagles ski,two yellow cards were asstart
sessed to end the first half.
Garcia connected on three goals

in a 10-minute span before Adam's
goal miraculously came before time
expired.
The Lake's also played a man
down in the final seven minutes, giving Graves County the numbers for
the comeback that almost was.
Taking the win as it came,the Lakers now have Murray High to prepare
for at 7 p.m. Thursday at the Mallary
France Soccer Complex.
"In important games like today,
we have to keep 11 men on the field
but the important thing I'll take from
this game here is the W and that's
huge for the boys getting ready for
another district game against Murray
High," Walandro added.
"I always talk about game management and we didn't manage the
game correctly at that point in time
and if you don't manage the game
correctly, you pay for it."

SANTA CLARA, Calif. — Colin Kaepernick will get one more
chance to impress coach Chip Kelly
before the San Francisco 49ers announce their starting quarterback

•LAKERS

III CARDINALS
From Page 9A

rimwing

From Page 9A
"I don't think 6-2 indicated how the
game was played," Stom said. "We were
unlucky a couple of times stopping the
ball, and I thought we were unfortunate a
few times on finishing. We left three or four
goals out there. Reagan had an opportunity
late on a cross in the first half and you look
inches here and inches there, it's potentially
6-5 or 6-6, honestly. I really don't think that
score indicated how the game was played
at all
The Lady Lakers outshot Graves County
in the first half 13-12 and,despite giving up
more corner kicks,came through with more
shots the entire game.
The only problem was that the Lady Eagles were just a little more efficient.
After just three games in two weeks, the
Lady Lakers had last season's results to help
build confidence, as they played Graves
County to two close games a year ago.
From the fifth minute on, the Lady Lakers had a challenge just stopping Darnell
from skying in for the offensive attack.
Kirsten Houston's first shot in the ninth
minute missed just wide before Darnell distanced herself from Keeli Puckett for a 1-0
lead past a vacant goalie box.
Seven minutes later, Darnell had her
second goal after polishing off her own rebound for a 2-0 advantage.
Then, it was Pittenger's turn to answer.
She responded, promptly, with her first goal
in the 21st minute to trim the deficit to 2-1.
But while Lady Laker forwards continued
to pressure Graves County goalie Chaney
Lauren who had five saves in the first 20
minutes, the CCHS frontline kept missing

4ae LaL
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to the Lady Tigers' bench. But
that goal was denied by match
officials, who penalized MHS
for a foul on the play.
A big reason for the success
Murray High has seen is because
of its midfielders and defenders.
"I think our midfielders and
defenders played the biggest
role in this victory. You have
to have a good defense, which
begins from the top (forwards),
to the midfield and to the back
(defenders)," Murray High head
coach Shauna Traylor said."The
defenders don't score many
goals. So,they want to see a zero
on the scoreboard for the work
that they put in. We nearly had a
shutout tonight."
The only blemish against the
Lady Tigers was a goal Kayla
Travis scored for the Lady Marshals in the 68th minute.
Like Meredith Purdom last
season, Kennedy Jones has
shined as the Murray High goalkeeper.
"Kennedy Jones has stepped
up, big-time,for us this season,"
Traylor said. "She wanted to be
our goalkeeper, and she's put in
time by working hard this summer. Kennedy is doing a great
job because the defenders trust
in her. They know they can pass
(the ball) to her feet and she can
send it upfield. That really goes
a long way."
In front of Jones, opposing
attackers have to get past the
speed of Taylor and Abi Therrell
at center back. That's not an easy
thing to do.
"Ann Taylor and Abi Therrell
are both soccer players who can
play at the next level because
they are focused 100 percent of
the time," Traylor said. "They
want shutouts, and they are super fast. That also helps us work
the ball upfield."
Murray High hosts Calloway
County in the girls soccer portion of the Crosstown Classic at
5:30 p.m. Thursday.•

chances to score.
Rachel Mathis made Calloway County
pay for it, with a comer out of the box for a
3-1 lead in the 28th minute,just before the
sprinklers went off on the field, causing an
untimely delay before halftime.
"I think it helped get us a break. It slowed
the momentum a little bit from Graves and
it let our players that play a ton of minutes
grab an extra break, almost like a timeout,"
Stom said,
Still, without Foster, the Lady Eagles
had no problem.
Cass Thomas launched a rainbow shot
right over the head of goalkeeper Hannah Dodd for a 4-1 advantage. With similar shots to mirror all evening, Houston's
high-arching shot on the next CCHS possession missed just wide.
It was an unfortunate sign of the rest of
the night.
Darnell collected her hat trick off a free
kick for a 5-1 lead in the 62nd minute before supplanting a fourth goal in the 67th
minute for a 6-1 command.
Pittenger had the last goal in the match
moments later, but Graves County had the
last word.
As tough as the Lady Lakers played, a
Crosstown Classic match at 7 p.m. Thursday at Murray High bears no time to dwell
on the past.
"They can't get discouraged because
there's another game to play. There are a
few things that are fixable like pressure coverage situations, but if we can make those
adjustments, we're a young team. These
girls are still learning to play certain positions," Stom said.
"I hope they believe me when I tell them
that I'm proud of the way that they played."

igemkko-Argil0-dr-Ara:4ra1111,•

Cypress Spring
Restaurant

Up Next

Cardinals: Luke Weaver (1-1,
3.60 ERA) will make his fourth
major league start and first
against the Brewers. He earned
his first win in his last start
against Oakland on Friday.
Brewers: Matt Garza (4-6,
4.89) is 4-5 with a 4.25 ERA in
13 career starts against St. Louis.
He surrendered seven runs in 5
2/3 innings in a loss at St. Louis
on July 1.

•LADY LAKERS
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ball good, your confidence is brooks (lower leg strain) was
always going to be high." Peral- activated from the disabled list
ta said. "Since I've come back, and outrighted to Triple-A. MidI've been able to execute the dlebrooks can refuse the assignpitches when I want to."
ment and become a free agent.
The Brewers put two runners "It didn't look like there was
on in the ninth. but Oh struck out going to be playing time for him
Chris Carter to end the threat. in September," manager Craig
Milwaukee has lost six straight, Counsell said.
all at home.

ble tied it in the bottom of the
inning.
Peralta retired the first nine
batters before surrendering a
single to Matt Carpenter. who
led off the fourth.
Peralta has pitched well since
Trainer's Room
being recalled from Triple-A
Colorado Springs on Aug.8 after
Cardinals: SS Alethnys Diaz
struggling earlier in the year. He has been sent to the team's facilgave up three hits and one run in ity in Jupiter. Florida. as he reseven innings, walking one and covers from a hairline fracture in
striking out a season-high 10. It his right thumb that occurred in
marked the second time in his July. Diaz could serve as a descareer that he reached double ignated hitter in a minor league
digits in strikeouts.
rehab assignment sometime this
Peralta had not gone more week but still must go through
than six innings in a game this more tests before he begins
season.
throwing.
"When you're
the
Brewers: INF Will Middle-

Grogan could have ended
up with a hat trick after scoring
what appeared to be her third
goal of the match in the second
half on a laser beam from close
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"Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake"

JOIN US FOR
LABOR DAY WEEKEND!
Friday & Saturday 8 a.m.-9 p.m. • Sunday & Monday 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121

270-436-5496

WWW.cypntsseprIngsresort.com
0.092.

Murra2

After Labor Day Weekend Hours Only Friday thru Sunday8 a.m.-8 p.m.
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Photos provided by Madison Utley/Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Pictured are Murray-Calloway County Hospital employees in attendance at the 2016
Service Awards Banquet celebrating 15 years of service with the hospital. Shown,from
left, are Melissa Ross, Sarah Martin, Shelia Adams, Vice President of Finance Dirk Morgan, Whitney Villanueva and Thomas Warren.

Pictured are MCCH employees in attendance at the 2016 Service Awards Banquet celebrating 20 years of service with the hospital. Shown, from left, are Vice President of
Development Keith Travis, Rose Grubbs, Debbie Ferguson and Lori Callihan.

Pictured are MCCH employees in attendance at the 2016 Service Awards Banquet celebrating 25 years of service with the hospital. Shown, from left, are Vice President of
Development Keith Travis, Cadelia Turpin, Denise Provine, Doris Parker, Carol Brown,
Suzi Downey and Vice President of Human Resources John Wilson.

Pictured are MCCH employees in attendance at the 2016 Service Awards Banquet celebrating 30 to 35 years of service with the hospital. Shown, from left, are Rebecca
Wright, Carol Perlow, Renee Brittain, Tim Leonard, Pamela Vaughn, CEO Jerry Penner
and Janice Wallace.
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Endowment hosts
Trap/Turkey Shoot
Oct. 15 at JPGC
Special to The Ledger
Murray Calloway Endowment for Healthcare's Aiming
for Prevention Trap and Turkey
Shoot is set for Oct. 15 at the
Jackson Purchase Gun Club
near Muray.
One hundred percent of the
event's proceeds go toward the
Endowment's 3D mammography project, Because She Matters.
The trap shoot is a five-person rotation at $10 per round,
and the turkey shoot is a 10person group at $5 per person
with a 50/50 split of the pot or a
turkey donated by Kroger.
A lunch menu will be available for purchase from The
Big Apple Cafe of Murray.
The sponsors for this event are
Dairy Queen, Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, First Choice Firearms, Independence Bank and
5th District State Rep. Kenny
Imes of Murray.
The event starts at 9 a.m.
and will last until 3 p.m. It is
requested that only shotguns be
used. Shells will be available
for sale on site and prizes will
be awarded to participants.
For more information contact
Keith Travis at 270.762.1908.
The Murray-Calloway Endowment for Healthcare supports MCCH and the community through numerous
opportunities
philanthropic
such as construction of the
Anna Mae Owen Residential
Hospice House, purchase of
new, state-of-the-art medical
equipment and more. For more
information, visit www.MCCHEndowiment.org.
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BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Calloway County Health Department
And
Calloway County Public Health Taxing District
Public Notice
The FY16 financial information for Calloway County Health Department and
Calloway County Public Health Taxing District has been placed on the
Department for Local Government webeite as required by state regulations.
'lb access the information, go to https.ilkydlgweb.ky.gov/Index.dm and select
the tab called 'Special Purpose Governmental Entities. lb view the budget
. and type Calloway in the first
and financial statement, click on 'Public Portal'
box of the Search page. From the list, select either the Calloway County
Health Department or Calloway County Public Health Taxing District by clicking the word Nice?' To view the financial information, click on Budget 2016
in the Compliance Reports box and you will see the FY16 Budget and FY16
Year End Actuala. In addition, the list of board of health members is publiahed on www.callowayhealth.org under the About Us Tab and in the foyer of
the Calloway County Health Department. Al] board of health meetings are
open to the public and are held at the Calloway County Health Department on
the fourth Tuesday of the months of February, May, August, and November
with all changes to this schedule announced publicly in the Murray Ledger and
runes. Furthermore, the supporting data for the financial information is
available for inspection via an appointment by calling Stephanie Hays,
Finance Administrator, at 2'70-753-3381.

Nickl Pear
Murray Ledger & Times
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Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
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Backed by our family's 130+ yearn oftowered
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S8.25
Over 20 words COO
Additional Consecutive
S.12 per word pee day.
$335 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds so into Smelt Sa

T. E.G. B.

CASE NO. JU-15-057.02

H. K. A. B.

CASE NO JU-15-058.02

You are hereby given notice that a Petition has been filed by the Etowah County
Department of Human Resources requesting that your parental rights be terminated
with regard to the following children born to Celia Bufkin: T. E. G. B. born on
November 18, 2011, and H. K. A. B. born on January 19, 2014, You are hereby
given notice that you are required to file an Answer with the Clerk of the Etowah
County Juvenile Court and with the Petitioners attorney, Laura T. Lloyd, 200
Chestnut Street, Gadsden, AL, 35901, within fourteen (14) days from the date of last
publication of this notice or a judgment by default may be entered against you. You
are further notified of your right to have an attorney to represent you, and if you cannot afford to hire an attorney, one will be appointed by the Court to represent you in
this proceeding. A final hearing has been set at 9:00 a.m. on October 13, 2016,
before Hon. Will Clay at the Etowah County Judicial Building in Gadsden, Alabama.
You may appear and contest the Petition it you choose.

020

None
ADVERTISERS are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for
only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The .Murray Ledger &
Times; nor any of ills efe101111104.. accept any
responsiby •vriatsce•mr-Itir:Ittillk0ativffies.S.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916

Done this

12m

August, 2016.
District / Juvenile Court Clerk

Laura T. Lloyd
Attorney for the Etowah County Department of Human Resources
P.O. Box 129 / 200 Chestnut Street
Gadsden, Alabama 35902

;:sittaitsl&
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

Happy Grandparent's Day!
September 1 I ih is
Grandparent's Day!

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
.:.: I kIN::4
• era : I
The Master Commissioner will offer for sale on or
about the hour of 10:00 a.m. Thursday, September
22, 2016, at public auction to the highest bidder at
the Calloway County Courthouse, 101 South 5th
Street, Murray, Kentucky, the following described
properties. For complete legal description and source
of title see the Judgment and Order of Sale in each
case.
At the time of sale the successful bidder shall
either pay full cash or make a deposit of ten percent
(10%) of the purchase price with the balance on
credit for thirty (30) days. If the purchase price is not
paid in full, the successful bidder shall execute a
bond at the time of sale with sufficient surety
approved by the master commissioner prior to the
sale to secure the unpaid balance of the purchase
price. The bond shall bear interest at the rate of
twelvepercent(12%) per annum from the date of sale
until paid. In the event the successful bidder is the
plaintiff, then in lieu of the deposit the plaintiff shall
be allowed to bid on credit up to the judgment
amount.
The purchaser shall be responsible for ad valorem
taxes due in the year of sale. If applicable, the
property will be sold subject to the statutory right of
redemption. The sale may be canceled and any
announcements made at the sale take precedence
over printed matter contained herein. The
successful bidder has 10 days after the sale to
examine title and file exceptions, if appropriate. The
Master Commissioner does not have access to the
inside of any property and does not warrant title.
This the 18th day of August, 2016.

GERALD BELL
MASTER COMMISSIONER
213 South 12th Street, P.O. Box 1075
MURRAY, KY 42071
270-753-1694
Cam No. 15-CI-00260
Plaintiff: The Bank of New York Mellon
Defendant: Rumen Stacks, et al
Judgment Amount: $87,852.13
Property Address: 725 Radio Road, Almo, KY 42020
PVA Parcel No. 048-0-0094
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$500 Reward Los
Dogs. Female German
Shepherd. Black blue
eyed Husky mix. Both
are , fixed
and
microchipped with blue
collars one with a tag.
Call or text Sarah at
270-978-2035. Or take
them to Murray Animal
Shelter.

Multi-Generation

Is

I ),•.1(11111(
Sept. 8th at Noon
Send payment to
Murray Ledger & Tini
P0 Box 1040
Murray KY 42071
'''441111111r'

Single Space - S12
(up to 40
no picture)

Double Space - S15
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LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS:
Positions available:
Persons needed to
prepare income tax
returns. Seasonal
employment, If you
would like to work
through the cold winter
months. We will train.
Call 270-753-9204
or small
terpowell0hrblock.corn

Help MOW
TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
910412/hr.
Drivers License
required. Call between
the hours of 8am 10am. 270-978-7157.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
wetpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will he redirected
to jobnerwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
hidings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, flirt all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
ph listings- Thank you

Nap Mints!

Help Waeled

Nap Wasik!

The Hopkins County Health Department is accepting applications for a
Full Time MNT Nutritionist I.
This dietitian will serve as the WIC Coordinator for the Department.
General Duties include: This position serves under the close direction of the Public Health Director.
Responsibilities for this position include, but are not limited to; Perform work of moderate to
complex nutrition case management of medically high risk individuals including physician
prescnbed dietary arid nutrition regimens and intensive counseling (Medical Nutrition
Therapy/MNT). Perform wort( of moderate to complex management in the application of nutrition
judgment and skill. Participate in on the job training activities to deliver basic nutrition and MNT
services (group and/or individual contact) based upon programmatic skills, competencies and
requirements. Assess basic and/or MNT nutrition status of individuals and develops a basic and/or
MNT nutrition plan appropriate for each client or client group according to programmatic criteria.
Interpret current research regaraIng basic nutrition and MNT and provides technical assistance and
consultation for other health care professionals. Obtain National Provider Identification (NPI)
number for reimbursement for MNT services, •Other responsibilities may include assessing
community nutrition needs. Develop and implement community events and programs. tollaborate
' with state and community agencies. Plan and deliver in-service training and education for public
piealth personnel. Maintain quality of Services in accordance with agency policies and WoOttined in
the Core Clinical Service Guide (CCGS)and Administrative Reference (AR). Review WIC reports to
assure appropriate action was taken, Assure staff training on any changes with WIC and ensure
compliance with state policies and procedures; assist staff with WIC questions and information as
needed. Represent the Health Department at community events and schools to promote WIC,
nutrition and breastfeeding. Conduct vendor trainings for WIC and update area vendors.
Attend meeting and trainings.
Minimum Education, Training or Experience: See special requirements.
Special Requirements: Must be a licensed dietitian (LD) as provided by the Kentucky Board of
Licensure and Certification as provided in KRS 310.021 or be certified as a Certified Nutritionist
(CN) by the Kentucky State Board of Licensure and Certification as provided in KRS 310.031.
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1 OR 2br
downtown
Lease an.
required.
4109.
2 Br Apart
Bagwell E
270-293-77 •
2BR apartm
on 5435 U'
S. Hazel. 29
2BR, 113A d
Furnished
0259
3BR 2BA, a
bonus room
limits. Water
included. $
293-5423

Starting Salary: $16.30 - $20.54 hr negotiable with additional experience. Grade 18
Applications may be obtained at the Hopkins County Health Department,
412 North Kentucky Avenue, Madisonville, KY or http://chfs.ky.gov/dph/lhdapp.htm
Completed application and transcript must be returned by close of
business 9/9/16 to Hopkins County Health Department.
Resume will not substitute for completed application.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Applicants and employees in this classification may be required to submit to a drug screening test
and background check.

KENTUCKY Lake Moving. Labor Positions.
$10 an hr. Apply at office.
40 Neale Trail - Murray, KY. 270-753-2442
CUPPLES J & J CO., INC.
Immediate Job Openings

1st and 2nd Shifts
Pay Depends On Experience
CNC Job Shop Machinist
Conventional Job Shop Machinist
Welders-Tig, Mig & Stick

Case No. 14-CI-495
Plaintiff: KY Land Partners, LLC
Defendant: Kenneth Dance, et at
Judgment Amount: $31,765.09
Property Address: 0 Old Hillcrest Drive, Murray, KY
42071 - Lot 41, Western Shores, Phase HI
PVA Parcel No. 092-8-0003-00041
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NOTICE TO: JEFFREY BUFKIN, the father
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NOTICE OF PETITION SEEKING TERMINATION OF PARENTAL Man
PETITIONER: ETOWAH COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES

I

Part time worker. Apply
in person at Chnstian
Childcare Center,
810 Whitnell Street
•

LABORERS Needed.
Must be experienced in
mowing and lawn
maintenance.
Call 270-214-1235.
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Engage

Subscribe today"
to get the latest news &

don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

AP_PJ.YAT.:.
2700 Hoff Road
Dyersburg, TN 38025
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Ph: 731-286-0963
Fax: 731-286-2073
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jobs20160cupplesjandj.com
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S100000 SIGN ON BONUS

NEW PAY SCALE
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Gig1101 Inc
•

270-75

91 SPRUCE.STREET • MURRAY, KY
IS TAKING APPLICAPONS FOR

Money Or er Visa
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Reeler/Dry Van Freight
New Pay Scale Package
Stop & Dui Time Pay.
Pad Vacation/Paid Holidays.
Ouarterty Safety Bonus.
Direct Deposited.
E -Logs • Rider Policy
Health Ins. with Health Savings AcccuntNision/ Ule
Insurance/Retirement Plan.
(all For Detailed Information

210-726-2(135er 270-759-5540
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Address
City
State

ZIP

Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Itos 1040
Murray,By 42071
(270) 753-1916
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BENCHMARK Health
Care of Puryear is
accepting applications
for registered nurses
for clay shift weekend
supervis 0 r
Competitive wages and
Potential for additional
hours throughout the
week. Apply at 220
College Street Puryear
TN. 731-247-3205. An
Opportunity
Equal
Employer.
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting professional
painters with 2 years
expenence, painters
trainee program positions are also available.
Call 270-753-6895 to
apply and leave voice
message. Benefit program include 401k and
vacations. No walk in
applicants accepted.
EOE

Matthew linos,
re-Arrangernent
'uneral Director

to 14

Apartments,
Duplexes

AtiF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7688

Townhouses
AVAILABLE NOW
Coleman Real Estate
276-7534696
Apartments is now
accepting applications
for 1BR Rental
Assisted Apartments
M-W-F, 8-2:30
1734 Campbell St.
270-759-2282 or
270-395-7325
Hearing Impaired only
1-800-648-6056.
Handicap accessible.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

GALLOWAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
iBR from $345
213R from $375

JILL RENTALS

MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST ,
pourer at 121 S & all
11s &11S
(270) 293-8907

DOG Obedience.
glendhonmara.com
(270)436-2858.

1

41141"48.
AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

Ask about our
Rbigirtat
SiNtrAd&
for all your
advertising
needs.
753-1916
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

NM MA IL
Sunbury Clods
stns.
u,
rtit,
iult
ng tyano
moully
nevAy rentodeled.
270-7814567

iiglI

270-75341556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
7001-800-646-1833 ext211:3

'
Cash paid for good,
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H&H Guns
inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods

519 S. 12th, St.
Murray
I 270-753-1342
150

Midas
For Sal.

Kirby vacxuum clean
ers Bags and belts.
Noble Homes For Rent

Large 1BR Apt Close
to campus NO pets
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #711
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Aportmenta For BIN
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2 Br Apartment 908
Bagwell Ext. Murray.
270-293-7746.
2BR apartment bated
on 5435 US HWY641
S. Hazel. 293-7746,
2BR, IBA duplex.
Furnished
270-7530259
3BR 2BA, Duplex wtih
bonus room within city
limits. Water and trash
included. $900. 270293-5423

812 Witihmil Avenue•Murray

SOM. .401•116
DO••• am I 1

270-753-3853

HalleS For Salo

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES
----• 1850 State Route 121South •---Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
Located at Key Auto Parts
I U'liT PFill I SE CO RI

UNIT SIZE

5X10..$20.00
10)(30.460.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

Nouns For RUM
4BR, 2BA,
1626 West Olive St.
On Campus, brand
new appliances, windows and siding,
Rent $800/month plus
deposit/references
and 1yr lease. 270227-3071 or 270-4365085

10)(20.445.00
10X10..$30.00
10X15..$35.00
Deposit Required

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
270-293-7872

[Et,—

Needed.
oerienced in
lawn
3.
t-1235.
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HAL SEPTIC -

oftw

PUMPING
EXCAVATION
TAUCUNG

436-5141 A-AFFORDM001/47
/V. ABLE Hauling Clean
CCAPICS914110
out garages, gutters,
*Driveways
junk & tree work.
Patios
'Stamping
R /T
-Garages
Lawn Service
-Dirt Work
•Lic. & Ins.
Free Estoottes
NM M00.0
You grow is.
931-2811-9233
We ell' mow it!

HALLS WASTE
MANAGEMENT
weekly & special pc:lupe
owned/operated
270-759-1151
270-293-2753
270-293-2754

All Your Wee Nee*
Tasielistiee
& Asper
Diri,
VISO,Sock.
Sod & /Aida

Online
or
In Print

CVO)294-8684

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

270-293-5949
Lic & Ins.

David's Home
Improvement
LLC

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

Wafer Demaged Roors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeing & Pkrrtng

(270) 759-0501

Farms

WA Do Insurance Work
lea & Mastercxd ktepted

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

" For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs'

NL,Shraisatisa&Asilat

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

LAWN SERVICE

DC lavosatoms

2704274513

•PFESSURE WILSWINC

Ask for Mike

LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAF REMOVAL

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

731-247-5422
270-293-2643

.1...uvIv

CAPE

•RFS/01A/7/41

*Handyman Services

•COAWIRCMI

•Yard Work

004174CT .20077

'Gutter Cleaning

2?0-9?8-7157

Gary 270-227-0420

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

TRAVIS
AS

hakes.*
ONO es yer

&

270-293-4256

FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

'Pressure Washing

Aes

Strlphy
Gravel-Dirt-Sand
Torii TRAVIS

Over 28 Years
Experience

Morris Family

2/0.206.2517
Ron Fr,(mr.
(2701227- 31 40
(2701474-0323

For all your storage convenience

CHOOSFROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store & Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

i Large 6 bedroom & 6.5 bath brick home.
Private on 10 fenced acres. Large
activity rooms, home theater, gym,&
more. 2 Large shop buildings. 5 acre pond.

AOC Storage - 1900 N. 12th
bed Electnrztv, and 24/7 Surniaance

119 E MAIN ST
(270)753-6266
HOURS:
MON-FRI
8:00-4,00
SATURDAY
8:00-12,00

eGarlaaditeatalBoat&Miai-Storage-Hwy.94E

Hill Appliance
Repair

GaIllmore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC

Serving
West Kentucky

$325,000

Climate Control

lellssulai/brordall/Isslisetlal
lases C.Sailers
W.8ECIAUKKAY.COM

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Additional 87 acres ofland at 83500.00/acre.
1900A N. 11th St. P.O. Box 65 nitro}, FT 42071
Olfke 170 753 1905 Fox 270 753 9505
• amlandtentols aniailaom

CROSSWORDS
MANY
HOARDS
ALOE
UNSEAT
BASE RUNNERS
LENIN
MESS
FRED
PORTAL
DOUR
ADO
COY
OAR
F I AT
CLAWED
MINT
SLID
SAMOA
ROADRUNNERS
SECRET
INTO
STEADY
POEM

we-.4
Word Search — Library Learning
C-<g<IstOOYAMCA<-400

!ening test

7 AM-4 PM
ALMILY YARD SALE!
tore. baby items, youth 4-wheeler,
behy-ackkit clothing, Vera Bradley,
teuraptita Up,home decor, dishes, toys
elI

411 S. 6th St. Small 27534562
story with walk-out
www.hillelectric.com
basement. 2-bedroom
(1 on main floor & 1
upstairs w/sitting-room) AMERICAN FILIPINO
1 bath; living rm; dining Housewife cleaning in
rm; kitchen w/ref. & your home or commenelec. range; washer & cial building available
dryer, central H&A; no 4/days week. 25yrs
pets & no smoking. Experience at moping,
$675 a month. 832- vaccuming. With refer324-4419 or pmcwhert- ences. Lisa 270-970eralatt.net
8762

B 18

trn

•.
(9/1) — SAT.(9/3)

Hill Electric

ra
MOBILE homes to
rent 2 BD. 270-293
6116
Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

Paschall Road

CakesWand

Murray Ledger & rums Fab
Homing Act Notice
Al real estate advertised herein
a BATA to the Federal Fir
Housing Act wiuch makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or &summation based on rim coloc ielimon, 9Ex handicact farnihal stahis or national origin, or inten•
bon In make any such preference& limitations or disc:minabon
State laws forbid dia-runinabun
in the sale, meal or advertising
of real estate hated on factors in
addition to those protectal
under ti-decal law
We will knowingly accept any
advertising hx real estate which
anal in violation of the law. All
msons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available an an equal opotstunity bests
For further assistance well Fair
Housing Adyerteang requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Warn,IWO) MS-10X.

used guns
77%

House for Sale By
Owner.
1627 College Farm Rd.
1751 sq. ft. .5 acres,
3Br 1 1/2Ba, central
heal/air, 3 blocks from
MSU,
Murray City Schools.
$119,500.
Call 270-293-3663

ESNs

RCiL $torage, LLC

*Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600.

ALE

ICE*Far US

Weddings
(Inniversary's
A
A

Engagement's
6abies
0

eirthday's
A

r.com.

Call
Murray
Ledger cc
Times!
Let us help
you
Celebrate

A
Assignment
Books
Borrow

X

0
A

0
A

0
V
0

A

A
A

X

0
0

A X
0

0
0

0 0
X
0 X
Computer
Education
Information

Card
Catalog
Children

SUDOKU

Reading
School
Town

Library
Local
Quiet

Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers. The ()bred is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once. The difficulty level
of the C,oncepris Sudoku increases frorn Monday to Sunday

By Dave Green
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ACROSS
1 Ten:
Prefix
5 Ernie's pal
9 Rust, for
one
11 Sports
official
12 Simple
fellow
13 Singer
Cara
14 Yale
supporter
15 Nerve cell
part
17 Mass per
volume
19"Vamoose!"
20 Summer
of song
21 For every
22 Like
gymnasts
24 Nile snake
26 Singer
Ronstadt
29 Gardner
of film
30 Crown
repairer
32 Hamlet's
home
34"Sprechen

DOWN
1 Gave
medicine
to
2 Banished
3'The
Deer
Hunter"
director
4 Bustle
5 Robin or
wren
6 Come
into
view
7'The
Bathers"
painter
8 Politician
Lott
10 Finale
11 Wee
16 Online
merchant

1

2

28 Stage
18 Ginger
comcookie
ments
Cooped
21
29 Make
(up)
fitting
23 Program30 Be bold
ming
31 New
program
drivers,
24 Broad
usually
street
33'The
25 Keanu's
Simpsons"
"Speed"
saloon
costar
37 Tipsy
27 Neglect
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Looking liock
Teo years ago
Teresa Speed is pictured receiving
this year's Kathie Gentry Lifetime
Achievement Award from Thelma
Warlord,last year's recipient during
the United Way banquet.
Alice Rouse, president of the
United Way Board of Directors,
is shown presenting Presidential
Awards to Samantha Haneline and
Nancy Mieure during the United
Way's Celebration banquet.
Mr. and Mrs. John White of Hazel
will celebrate their 50th wedding
anniversary on Sept. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Whitlow of
New Concord will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary on Sept.
3.
Laken Peal, a junior defender for
the Lady Tigers, is shown fighting
off a Marshall County player for
ball possession during the first half
of the match at Mallory France Soccer Complex.
Pat Lane has been named food
service director for the Calloway
County Schools to succeed Patsy
Woodall who will retire in September.
Twenty years ago
Murray High School senior Jennifer Leary is shown moving the ball
up the field in the first half of a game
with Lone Oak at Ty Holland Field.
President Bill Clinton is shown at a
rally in Harbor Plaza in Paducah as
part of a tour through the Heartland.
Pictured is. Calloway County's
Tom Watkins as he helps Murray
High's Salim Sanchez work out a
cramp with the assistance of Tiger
senior Johnny Harrison during Friday's 24-19 Laker win.
Pictured is Calloway County senior defensive end Josh McKeel its
he celebrates the Lakers' recovery
of one of Murray High's seven fumbles in the second half of the season
opener at Jack D. Rose Stadium.
Members of the Murray Tourism Commission are pictured and
include Melinda Edwards, Gerry
Reed, Judy Gargus, Oneida Boyd,
Jim Vaughan, Tim Miller and Bob
Valentine.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County High School
graduate Sherri Lamb, has signed

a golf scholarship with Austin Peay
State University. Lamb was a member of the Lady Lakers' regional
championship squads in 1985 and
1986. Present at the signing were
Mickey Boggess, Cara& Boggess,
Jim Nix, Calloway County athletic
director, golf coach Roy Cothran
and Terri Lamb,Sherri's twin sister.
Navy Seaman-Recruit Tommy D.
On,son of J. D. On of Murray, has
completed recruit training at Recruit
Training Command, San Diego,
California. He studied general military subjects. A 1984 graduate of
Calloway County High School, he
joined the Navy in May 1986.
Pictured is Charlie Wiles, an AllOhio Valley Conference candidate
at offensive tackle, as he listens
to quarterback Mike Woznichak
during a Murray State University huddle at the practice field. The
Racers are in their final week of
preparation for the Southeast Missouri game in Cape Girardeau.
Forty years ago
The Murray High School Tiger
Band will begin its 50th year tomorrow night as Murray High School
takes on Reidland in the football
opener. Joe Sills is the director.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Henson, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Gary Hall, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Sykes, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Cornwell and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Workman.
Fifty years ago
Dr. Charles Mercer, Nadine Turner, Ruth Cole and R.L. Cooper have
been elected as officers of the Calloway County Heart Association.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Byerly, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Tip Curd,a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Lisanby and a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Norman Moutoux.
Sixty years ago
A fireworks display will follow the
first showing of"A Lawless Street"
starring Randolph Scott and Angela
Lansbury on Labor Day, Sept. 3, at
the Murray Drive-In Theater.

Woman can't make the break
from her decades-long affair
DEAR ABBY: 1 have been dating a married man for 30 years. Our
relationship started a few months
after he got married. I know it was
wrong to begin the relationship,
but it started just as a way for me
to get sexual
experience.
For him, I
think he was
infatuated
with the idea
that a youngel
woman
found
him
attractive.
I
asked
him
out
Dear Abby
knowing he
by
was married,
Abigail
thus
safe
from expectVan Buren
ing a commitment.
I
don't think either of us expected
our so-called relationship to last
this long. I have dated other men
(who knew nothing of him) and
gave birth to a child (not his), so
it's not like he's the only man I see.
(Of course, he knows I date other
men.)
Many times I have thought about
ending our affair because I feel
guilty, and sad for his wife. My
problem is our conversations are
intoxicating, our kisses, touches
and lovemaking are like no other. Must I stop seeing him? Or do
you think what others don't know
won't hurt them? -- CAN'T STOP
SEEING HIM
DEAR CAN'T STOP: The
problem with the rationale "what
others don't know won't hurt
them" is that, at some point, the
truth usually comes out. And when
it does, there are usually plenty
of hurt feelings. Frankly, I'm surprised your lover has been able to
keep you under wraps for 30 years
without the two of you being spotted somewhere.
If you are truly sad for your lover's wife, you should end the affair.
However, because it has taken you
three decades to discover your conscience, I somehow doubt you will.

Today la History

00000

DEAR ABBY: I'm an asexual
woman in my 20s, and I feel misunderstood. When I "come out" to
people,they usually make a rude or
vulgar comment. "Asexual" is the
accepted term for people who are
sex-repulsed or who don't experience sexual attraction. I fit both of
those definitions.
People want to know what's
wrong with me: Is it a hormonal imbalance? Was I molested?
Am I secretly gay? One man even
suggested that sleeping with him
would "fix me"! If it comes up
around family,they always suggest
that someone will come around
and change my mind.
Abby, is 25 years old too young
to know for sure that I don't want
to have sex? How can I respond to
these rude comments? -- ACE IN
SOUTH CAROLINA
DEAR ACE: Twenty-five is
definitely old enough to know for
sure whether you have a sex drive
-- or not. Because you are open
about your lack of interest in sex,
you should not become defensive
if someone asks an ignorant question about it.
If the person asks if it's a hormonal imbalance, the result of
having been molested or if you are
gay, all you have to say is,"Nope,
nope and nope!" As to the man
who confused his member with a
magic wand,"No, thanks!" would
have been a polite response to an
obviously deluded individual.
O0000

DEAR ABBY: I would love to
see you refer to couples without
children as "child-free" instead
of "childless." Not every couple
wants to have children. The term
"childless" sounds like something
is missing. -- FREE IN MASSACHUSETTS
DEAR FREE: You make a
good point. But I usually couch my
terminology according to what the
writer has stated. If someone refers to her- or himself as childless,
I feel it would be wrong to imply
something the person didn't.
O0000

DEAR DOCTOR K: My husband had cataract surgery.10 years
ago. Now it's my turn. Have there
been any advances in the past decade that I should know about?
DEAR READER: A cataract
is a clouding
of the lens
of the eye. It
commonly
causes
poor
vision
and
blindness
among older
adults. But
cataracts can
be surgicalDr. Komaroff ly removed
and replaced
by
artifiwith
Dr. Anthony
cial lenses.
In fact, cataKomaroff
ract surgery
has become
fairly routine. The vast majority of
people who undergo this procedure
have excellent outcomes.
I spoke to my colleague Dr.
Christian Song. He is a cataract and
refractive surgeon at Harvard-affiliated Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary. He noted that advances
in imaging and measuring, and of
the lenses themselves, are making
cataract surgery even better.
Typically, cataract surgery is an
outpatient procedure. To remove
the cataract, the surgeon makes a
circular incision around the eye's
lens. Then he or she uses ultrasound to break up and remove the
cloudy lens. After that, a new lens
is slipped into the eye.
Some surgeons still use a scalpel for the incision. But more and
more, surgeons are using an ultrashort-pulse laser. This allows doctors to make more precise incisions
than they can by hand, and softens
the cataract for easier removal. The
laser also helps to ensure better
centering of the implanted lens.
Another advance: These days, 3D
imaging is used with the laser, allowing still greater precision.
Once the cataract has been re-

moved, a device attached to a microscope measures the total refractive error of the eye.(A refractive
error occurs when the shape of the
eye prevents light from focusing
directly on the retina. As a result,
vision appears blurred.) A sophisticated new technology called
"intraoperative wavefront aberrometry" allows doctors to more
accurately calculate the right lens
power for the eye. This has been
especially helpful for people who
have had previous laser vision correction, such as LASIK.
This technology has also improved the ability to reduce or
eliminate the effect of astigmatism.
This is an imperfection in the shape
of the cornea or lens, causing images to appear distorted or blurry.
Despite these advances, cataract
surgery is not without risks. Complications are rare, but they can include severe vision loss, bleeding
and infection.
That may sound scary, but the
important thing to remember about
rare complications is that they're
rare. I'm not being flip; I'm having
cataract surgery in a few weeks,
well aware of the possible complications. But I've balanced the
benefit from the surgery against the
risk -- and it's an easy call for me.
Cataract surgery won't necessarily give you the vision you had
when you were much younger.
I'm not expecting that, and beither
should you. But it is very likely to
improve the vision you and I have
now.
Cataract surgery today is so
much more successful, and complications are so much rarer, than
when I went to medical school.
You and I can look forward to a
very good outcome.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.com, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St., Second
Floor, Boston, MA 02115.)

Mon From Meloiso

Today is Wednesday, Aug. 31,the
244th day of 2016. There are 122
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 31, 1886, an earthquake
with an estimated magnitude of
7.3 devastated Charleston, South
Carolina, killing at least 60 people,
according to the U.S. Geological
Survey.
On this date:
In 1881, the first U.S. tennis
championships(for men only) began
in Newport, Rhode Island.
In 1939, the first issue of Marvel

Comics,featuring the Human Torch,
was published by Timely Publications in New York.
In 1941, the radio program "The
Great Gildersleeve," a spinoff from
"Fibber McGee and Molly" starring
Harold Peary, debuted on NBC.
In 1954, Huiricane Carol hit the
northeastern Atlantic states; Connecticut, Rhode Island and part of
Massachusetts bore the brunt of the
storm, which resulted in some 70
deaths.
In 1965, the U.S. House of Representatives joined the Senate in

voting to establish the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development.
In 1972, at the Munich Summer
Olympics,American swimmer Mark
Spitz won his fourth and fifth gold
medals in the 100-meter butterfly
and 800-meter freestyle relay; Soviet gymnast Olga Korbut won gold
medals in floor exercise and the balance beam.
In 1980, Poland's Solidarity labor
movement was born with an agreement signed in Gdansk that ended a
17-day-old strike.
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Laser incisions allow more
precise cataract surgery

PASTA POINTERS
Dear Heloise: Does it matter when you SALT
THE PASTA WATER -- before or after boiling?
Also, when making multiple pasta dishes, can one
use the pasta water twice? Since it's already hot, it
would boil again quickly. -- Ed C., via email
Add salt to the water once it comes to a rapid boil.
Adding salt before heating the
water can cause pitting in the
bottom of pots. The pasta will
become seasoned with the salt
water as it cooks.
Do not use the same water
to make a second batch ofpasta. As pasta cooks, it releases
starch into the water (that's
what makes the water look
cloudy). You don't want to already have starchy water when
by
cooking new pasta, which will
Heloise
release more starch as it cooks.
Heloise
P.S. Remember not to rinse the pasta after cooking, because the starch helps sauces stick to the pieces of pasta. Rinse only pasta that you are using for
cold dishes.
SEND A GREAT HINT TO:
Heloise
P.O. Box 795000
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
Fax: 210-HELOISE
Email: Heloise(at)Helois
at)Heloisee.com
SMALLER CONTAINERS
Dear Heloise: Today, I read about a person's olive-usage dilemma.(Heloise here: The reader asked
,how to store black olives once a can was opened.)
I had the same problem. They now make black and

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Sept. 1, 2016:
This year your unprecedented ingenuity marks your
days. You easily find solutions and answers. You
exude an unusual amount of animal magnetism,
which will affect you in many ways. If you are single,
you are going to need to leam how to say "no." You
will break down barriers, some of which are yours,
allowing yourself to relate to others more easily.
If you are attached, a mutual agreement about a
financial investment could color your relationship.
Make a point of being receptive to your sweetie's
feedback. A fellow VIRGO might not be as open
as you are.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1 -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-AprIl 19)
*** Activity surrounds preparation for the
weekend. Someone might try to block you from
taking off and doing what you want. You can choose
not to let this person stop you. You have energy
and feistiness on your side; use these qualities.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You could be taken aback by all the
invitations and offers that are thrown at you.
Consider yourself fortunate to be in the position of
choosing. Nevertheless, you are likely to proceed
down the same path as you had originally planned.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Emphasize a new beginning in your personal
life Clearly, there are other choices, but you have
made an excellent one. A partner who always
supports you will come through for you once more.
Maintain a high profile.
CANCER (June 21-Juty 22)
**** Defer to others. Your ability to make a
difference and open up to change emerges. Your
sunny personality won't give in to all the pressure
you might be receiving if you suddenly start to feel
crabby, do not berate yourself
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You might be tempted to treat life as an
experience. With that mindset, nearly anything can
happen. Keep a close eye on your finances, and
everything will work out just fine. Trust your gut,
and know what Is expected.

green olives in a "to-go" type of small container
(pack of four) that does not need refrigeration until
opened. They are the perfect size for one serving,
for not taking up space in the refrigerator, and for
taking with you for meals away from home. I love
it when manufacturers make easy, small packages.
— D.P., via email
These to-go packs are perfectfor smaller portions,
but beware: They are typically more expensive than
cans. -- Heloise
TEMPORARY PEDESTAL PLATE
Dear Heloise: A pedestal plate makes an attractive addition to a buffet table, but I've never bought
one because of my limited storage space. My solution has been to make a temporary one when I want
one.
I firmly attach the bottom of a plate or platter to a
stemmed sherbet dish with sticky/tacky wax, available in places that sell craft materials and candles.
The improvised pedestal plate works well for serving cookies, candies and hors d'oeuvres. When the
event is over, it's easy to disassemble the plate and
remove the wax. -- Sandra M., Lexington, Ky.
CHERRY PITTING
Dear Heloise: When I was picking the first cherries of the season and pitting some for church,I came
up with this hint: When I use my cherry pitter, I always keep one hand under the pitter and cherry to be
sure the stone comes out. The shaft has slipped by
the side of the stone sometimes, or the pit has even
drawn back into the cherry. No fun biting down on a
cherry stone. -- Patty S., Irvine, Calif.
(c)20I6 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You'll smile and feel very positive; however,
it seems as if someone's offer is likely to backfire.
Your intentions are clear, but this person's might
not be. Look at what is not happening as it should
be. Find out what is going on behind the scenes.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You'll be surprised by what heads down the
path toward you. You might not be pleased, and
could decide to escape an immediate conversation
or discussion. Know that you can get away with
this behavior only for so long. Consider being more
direct.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Friends surround you, but a recent
decision might come home to roost. Little did you
know that this matter was not resolved. Be willing
to renegotiate, but take your time. Any written
agreement probably wouldn't hold right now.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** You could be putting the kibosh on a situation
without even realizing it. Step back if a project is
not going as you would like it to. How you define
what is happening is likely to change radically as a
result. You might be more reactive than you realize.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You will see a change in how you feel.
Any hassles that come up will allow you to move
forward in a way you thought was impossible. In
the long run, these obstacles need to be cleared.
Make an effort to accommodate someone who can
be difficult.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** A friend could be closed down, but
you'll
need to communicate with him or her.
Try the
obvious modes, but know that you might have
to
resort to writing a letter. The element of
surprise
will be more important than you realize.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** What you see as critical
might have
financial implications. The more
relaxed you are,
the better the results will be, as long
as you keep
your priorities in mind. Someone who
could create
waves in your life finally relaxes.
Go with the
moment.
BORN TODAY
Snger/songwriter Gloria Estefan (1957)

